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ABSTRACT
The properties of localized surface plasmons (LSP) have been broadly utilized for
chemical sensing, surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy, biomedical imaging and
photothermal treatments. By exploiting well-established plasmonic effects, the
spectroscopic investigation of intriguing quantum phenomena, such as excitonic interband
and intersubband (ISB) transitions in semiconductor heterostructures, was examined and
extended in both far- and near-field optical measurements. For far-field characterization,
we used colloidal plasmonic Au nanorods (AuNRs) to increase the quantum efficiency of
InGaAs/GaAs

single quantum

well.

By
v

analyzing

the temperature-dependent

photoluminescence enhancement as a function of GaAs capping layer thickness, we
attributed the mechanism of the LSP enhancement to increased absorption and enhanced
spontaneous emission by the Purcell effect. Using this far-field methodology, we suggest
that colloidal plasmonic nanoparticles can serve as a nanoprobe for investigating carrier
transport phenomena in semiconductor heterostructures. Additionally, scattering-type
scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) was applied to characterizing materials
in the near-field. s-SNOM provides excellent spatial resolution with strongly enhanced
electric fields at the AFM tip. Previously, the unknown vertical sensitivity of s-SNOM,
especially for materials exhibiting weak tip-sample coupling, has limited the quantitative
application of s-SNOM. We have demonstrated 5 nm vertical sensitivity at mid-infrared
(mid-IR) wavelengths using a sloped, ultra-thin poly (4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) polymer
film limited only by the near-field phase reversal contrast and signal-to-noise-ratio of the
Au substrate. In addition, we have developed a new parameter-free methodology to
measure the fundamental optical properties (e.g., complex dielectric function) of such
ultra-thin films over a broad frequency range using near-field microscopy. Finally,
integrating s-SNOM with a broadband pulsed IR source and exploiting Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy technique, known as nano-FTIR allows spectroscopy with
nanoscale spatial resolution to be performed. We conducted nano-FTIR experiments using
a system where the LSP of a single plasmonic nanoantenna was coupled to the ISB
transition in an InGaAs/AlInAs QW stack. For the first time, we observed strong lightmatter interaction in a single nanoantenna. The dispersion characteristics of the
nanoantenna coupled to the ISB polariton states were probed by varying the nanoantennae
sizes.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation
Spectroscopy is an essential method for study of light-matter interactions via the
dispersion of photon absorption or emission. The frequency dependent spectra of
absorption or emission reveal specific information on material properties such as band gaps
and other energy transitions, lifetimes of such transitions, polarizations contributing to the
dielectric constant, and more. Spectroscopy has already been specifically refined into
techniques

such

as

ultraviolet–visible

spectroscopy,

Fourier-transform

infrared

spectroscopy, resonance Raman spectroscopy, and others. However, it is still difficult to
obtain spectra of light-matter interactions in micro- and nano-scale heterogeneous
structures especially in the infrared frequency region, due to the diffraction limit of light.
Fortunately, using localized surface plasmons (LSPs) in optical measurements, it is
possible to probe light-matter interactions at the nanoscale from the far-field to the nearfield. By systematically studying plasmonic nanostructures integrated with nanoscale
heterostructures, LSP assisted spectroscopy opens doors to new understanding of quantum
phenomena such as interband and intersubband transitions in heterogeneous
nanostructures.

1.2. Localized surface plasmon
When light is incident on a metal film, the optical electric field can drive free
electrons in the metal to collectively oscillate with said electric field, as schematically
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shown in Figure 1.1 (a). This collective oscillation of the free electrons is called a surface
plasmon and a surface plasmon is called a propagating plasmon or surface plasmon
polariton (SPP) when it propagates in the plane of the metal-air (or dielectric) interface and
evanescently decays in the z-direction. Its wave-vector, 𝑘𝑆𝑃 is given by the dispersion
relation1, 2 as

𝑘𝑆𝑃 = 𝑘0 √

𝜀𝑑 𝜀𝑚
,
𝜀𝑑 + 𝜀𝑚

(1.1)

where 𝑘0 is the wave-vector in the free space, 𝜀𝑑 and 𝜀𝑚 are the complex dielectric
constant of the dielectric material and metal, respectively.
If the size of metal is much smaller than the incident wavelength (less than a
micrometer in typical cases), the SPPs are confined to these metal particles as shown in
Figure 1.1 (b). This kind of surface plasmon is called localized surface plasmon (LSP) and
its resonant frequency depends on the type of metal, size, shape, and dielectric
environment.
For example, in a spherical nanoparticle with radius 𝑟 much smaller than the
incident light wavelength, the polarizability,3, 4 𝛼𝑃 , of the nanosphere is given in a quasistatic approximation as:
𝛼𝑃 = 3𝜀0 𝑉

𝜀𝑚 − 𝜀𝑑
,
𝜀𝑚 + 2𝜀𝑑

(1.2)

where 𝑉 is the volume of the nanosphere and 𝜀0 is vacuum permittivity. It is noted that LSP
nanosphere polarization is maximized when 𝜀𝑚 = −2𝜀𝑑 , and the electric field is also
drastically enhanced. The electric dipole moment (𝑝) of the nanoparticle, excited by the
external electric field 𝐸in is given by the following:
2

𝑝 = 𝜀𝑑 𝛼𝑃 𝐸in .

(1.3)

Figure 1.1 Schematic of surface plasmons. (a) Surface plasmon polaritons on the surface
of a metal film. (b) Localized surface plasmons on the nanospheres. (c) Plasmon on a
metal-coated AFM tip. Strong electric field enhancement appears at the very end of the
AFM tip.
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The resonant frequency of the LSP can be tuned by changing the size of the nanosphere. It
should be noted that achieving a resonance in the experimentally interesting near-infrared
regime requires a fairly large nanoparticle. Another factor influencing the resonance
frequency is the shape of the nanoparticles. It is often most convenient to adjust the LSP
resonant frequency by varying the aspect ratio of the nanoparticles (turning them into
“nanorods”). The longitudinal polarizability5, 6 of a nanorod is given by

𝛼𝑃 =

𝜀0 𝑉
𝜀𝑚 − 𝜀𝑑
(
),
𝐿 𝜀 + (1 − 𝐿) 𝜀
𝑚
𝑑
𝐿

(1.4)

where 𝑉 is the volume of the nanorods, and 𝐿 is the depolarization factor for the major axis
of the nanorods in terms of the aspect ratio 𝐴𝑅, defined as the following:
1 − 𝜉2 1 1 + 𝜉
( ln
𝐿=
− 1) ,
𝜉2
2𝜉 1 − 𝜉

(1.5)

𝜉 = √1 − 𝐴𝑅 −2 .

(1.6)

The electric dipole moment of the nanorods excited by the external electric field can then
be obtained by Equation (1.3). A slight change in the aspect ratio of the nanorod results in
a notable change in the plasmon resonant frequency and in the resulting polarizability. This
ability to control both the resonant frequency and the resulting electric field enhancement
leads to wide experimental applications of LSPs based on novel metallic nanostructures.79

For instance, the use of LSPs on atomic force microscopy (AFM) tips10-12 has permitted

probing of quantum phenomena at the nanoscale as shown in Figure 1.1 (c). Further details
will be discussed in the next section.
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1.3. Near-field microscopy
1.3.1. Introduction of near-field microscopy
The traditional microscope illuminates the object and collects the scattered photons
with the same lens. In general, the distance (𝑅) from the lens to the object is much longer
than the wavelength, 𝑅 ≫ 𝜆, which is referred to as far-field imaging as shown in Figure
1.2 (a). It is well known for this kind of microscope, the spatial resolution Δ𝑥 is restricted
by the Abbe diffraction limit given as
Δ𝑥 =

𝜆
,
2𝑁𝐴

(1.7)

where 𝑁𝐴 is the numerical aperture of the lens. In 1928, Synge13 proposed an ultramicroscope using an opaque metal film with a nanoscale hole to break the spatial resolution
restriction, as shown by the schematic illustration in Figure 1.2 (b). In Synge’s suggestion,
the hole has to be very close to the object, i.e., 𝑅 ≪ 𝜆, which is referred to as the near-field
regime. In 1972, E. A. Ash and G. Nicholls14 experimentally realized this proposal using
microwaves. The first optical near-field application was described by Lewis15 and Pohl16
in 1984 and aperture-based near-field scanning optical microscopy (a-NSOM) was
developed later by Betzig.17, 18 This a-NSOM uses metal coated fiber tips19 which were
with aperture diameter ~100 nm as shown in Figure 1.2 (c). However, the aperture size
restricts the performance of the a-NSOM due to low total transmitted power through the
small hole. It is noted that the spatial resolution in a-NSOM is wavelength dependent. To
overcome this shortage, another NSOM design was introduced by Keilmann20 called
scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) and is shown in Figure
1.2 (d). In s-SNOM instruments, light scattering from a tiny metallic tip is used instead of
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a hole. The s-SNOM is combined with a tapping mode AFM using a metal-coated tip
coupled to the illuminating light from visible to Terahertz.21, 22 The spatial resolution of sSNOM is wavelength independent and instead, is determined by the sharpness of the AFM
tip23.

Figure 1.2 Schematic of microscopy. (a) Far-field microscopy; (b) Near-field
microscopy; (c) aperture-based Near-field Scanning Optical Microscopy (a-NSOM) and
(d) scattering-type Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy (s-SNOM).
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1.3.2. Detection of s-SNOM
The illumination in an s-SNOM is typically using a laser focused by a parabolic
mirror to the very end of the tapping AFM tip as shown in Figure 1.3 (a). The schematic of
the near-field and far-field regions within the area of incident beam spot with radius 𝑅𝐹 is
shown in Figure 1.3 (b). The LSP enhanced electric field occurs at the AFM tip with radius
𝑅𝑎 . The scattered light from tip-sample interaction can be collected in the far-field at the
detector where the signal (𝑢) is proportional to the intensity of the scattered light (𝐼). The
scattered photons include the near-field (𝐼𝑁𝐹 ) and background (𝐼𝐵 ) contributions. When
AFM tip is close to the sample, the LSP-enhanced electric field at the tip can induce an
image dipole on the sample surface, increasing the scattering due to the tip-sample
interaction. This near-field scattering vanishes when the AFM tip is far away from the
sample. As a result, the near-field scattering follows the oscillations at the tip tapping
frequency (Ω). However, the far-field scattering is almost constant and independent of the
AFM tapping frequency because the spot size is much bigger than AFM tip, i.e. 𝑅𝐹 ≫ 𝑅𝑎 ,
especially in the infrared region. Therefore, the near-field scattering signal can be extracted
from higher order harmonic frequencies of the AFM tapping oscillation via homodynedetection. The near-field scattering homodyne-detection signal ( 𝑢𝑚 ) at the 𝑚 th order
harmonics are given by24
𝑢𝑚 = 2κ𝑆𝑏0 𝑆𝑚 cos(𝜑𝑏0 − 𝜑𝑚 ) ,

(1.8)

where 𝑚 is the order of harmonics, 𝜅 is a proportional constant, 𝑆𝑏0 and 𝜑𝑏0 are modulus
and arguments for background scattering in the 0th order, and 𝑆𝑚 and 𝜑𝑚 are modulus and
arguments for near-field scattering.
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Figure 1.3 Schematic of near-field microscopy detection. (a) The schematic of
homodyne detection of s-SNOM. The AFM tip is oscillated at the frequency 𝛺. (b)
Schematic of the near-field scattering and far-field scattering on the area of the incident
beam spot, where 𝑅𝑎 and 𝑅𝐹 are the radius of the near-field and far-field scattering,
respectively. (c) The schematic of the pseudoheterodyne detection in s-SNOM. The
inteferometer is introuduced to modulate the phase of the reference beam at frequency
𝑀. This method provides background free near-field image.

As seen from Equation (1.8), background scattering is suppressed but not removed
completely by homodyne detection and hence artifacts may be introduced. In order to
address this issue, pseudoheterodyne detection was proposed by Ocelic24. An
interferometer is included in the near-field microscope as shown in Figure 1.3 (c). The
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reference beam of the interferometer is sinusoidally modulated at frequency 𝑀 by the
reference mirror. The electric field of this reference beam is given by
𝐸𝑅 (t) = ρ𝑒 𝑖(𝛾 sin ( 𝑀𝑡)−𝜑𝑅) ,

(1.9)

where 𝜌 is the electric field amplitude of reference beam which can be varied by using an
external attenuator, 𝛾 is the modulation depth which is determined by the piezo stages
mounted on the reference mirror, and 𝜑𝑅 is a phase constant of the average optical path
difference between the signal and reference beams. It is noted that the phase-modulation
frequency 𝑀 is much smaller than the tip tapping frequency. The sum frequencies of the
𝑝th order harmonic phase-modulated reference beam and the 𝑚th order harmonic of the
scattering beam occur at the side-band frequency of 𝑚Ω + 𝑝𝑀. Hence the near-field signal
at the detector is written24 as
𝜋
𝑢𝑚,𝑝 = 2κρ𝐽𝑝 (𝛾)𝑆𝑚 cos (𝜑𝑚 − 𝜑𝑅 − 𝑝 ) ,
2

(1.10)

where 𝐽𝑝 is the 𝑝th order of the Bessel function of the first kind. According to Equation
(1.10), background scattering is eliminated. Therefore, the near-field amplitude 𝑆𝑚 and
phase 𝜑𝑚 are extracted by properly adjusting phase modulation depth 𝛾 and phase offset
𝜑𝑅 . This detection method not only obtains artifact-free near-field images but also
enhances the near-field signal to noise ratio by the reference beam.

1.4. Near-field spectroscopy
Measuring the spectra of heterogenous materials with nanoscale spatial resolution
is a challenge for conventional spectroscopy because of restrictions placed by the
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diffraction limit on spatial resolution. These problems can be addressed using s-SNOM
techniques that implements near-field spectroscopy with nanoscale spatial resolution.
There are two ways to achieve such near-field spectra. The first method uses a tunable
continuous wave (CW) laser source to measure near-field images. The difference between
the measured and reference substrate spectra permits the extraction of the relative nearfield reflection and absorption spectra.25, 26 The other method utilizes FTIR spectroscopy
integrated with s-SNOM microscopy to perform the near-field spectroscopy. This
technique is named nano-FTIR27, 28 and is schematically shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 Schematic of nano-FTIR spectroscopy. Nano-FTIR is based on the s-SNOM
microscopy where near-field signals follow the the oscillation of AFM tip at the
frequency 𝛺. The Interferometer is mounted on the motorized stages with travel distance
𝐿 . The near-field signals are recorded at each scanning position to form the
interferogram. By taking Fourier transformation on the inteferogram, the near-field
spectroscopy is fulfilled.
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The nano-FTIR is based on the s-SNOM setup. A pulsed laser is focused on the
AFM tip by a parabolic mirror. The near-field back-scattered photons are collected and
collimated by the same parabolic mirror. Instead of applying a modulation frequency 𝑀,
nano-FTIR employs a linear scanning stage in the reference arm of the interferometer. This
is an asymmetric FTIR spectrometer such that the signal is enhanced by the reference
beam29 and the optical phase information is measurable.28 The spectral resolution (Δ𝜔) of
the nano-FTIR is determined by the scanning length (𝐿) as

Δω =

104 𝜇m
(cm−1 ) .
2𝐿

(1.11)

For example, the scanning length 𝐿 = 800 𝜇 m gives the spectral resolution Δ𝜔 =
6.25 cm−1 . At each scanning position 𝑙, the s-SNOM detects the near-field signal using
homodyne demodulation. The position dependent near-field signal 𝑢𝑚 (𝑙) is written as30
𝑢𝑚 (𝑙) = κ𝑆𝑚 [𝑆𝑏0 cos(𝜑𝑚 − 𝜑𝑏0 ) + 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓 cos(𝜑𝑚 − 𝜑𝑟𝑒𝑓 )] ,

(1.12)

where 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝜑𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 2𝜋𝜔𝑙 are the amplitude and phase of the reference beam, 𝜅 is a
proportionality constant. After scanning the entire distance 𝐿 , the interferogram is
recorded. Therefore, the spectrum 𝑈𝑚 (𝜔) is evaluated by the Fourier transform of 𝑢𝑚 (𝑙)
which is given by30
∞

𝑈𝑚

(ω′ )

′

= κ ∫ 𝑆𝑚 𝑆𝑏0 cos(𝜑𝑚 − 𝜑𝑏0 ) 𝑒 −𝑖2𝜋𝜔 𝑙 𝑑𝑙
−∞

(1.13)

∞
′

+ 𝜅 ∫ 𝑆𝑚 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓 cos(𝜑𝑚 − 2𝜋𝜔𝑙) 𝑒 −𝑖2𝜋𝜔 𝑙 𝑑𝑙 .
−∞
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It is noted that the first term vanishes because the integration is independent of distance 𝑙
and the spectrum frequency is positive number, i.e., 𝜔 > 0. Hence, only the second term
contributes to the spectral calculation and the resulting spectrum is given by
𝑈𝑚 (ω) = 𝜅𝜋𝑆𝑚 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝑒 −𝑖𝜑𝑚 .

(1.14)

According to this equation, a background free near-field spectrum is obtained while the
signal is enhanced by the reference source. It is noted that the proportionality constant, 𝜅
and 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓 can be eliminated when the spectrum is normalized to a spectrum of a known
reference substrate.

1.5. Outline
In Chapter 2, the far-field spectrum of the LSP enhanced photoluminescence on
InGaAs/GaAs quantum well (QW) is discussed as a function of temperature, excitation
intensity and the cap thickness. By systematically studying the temperature dependent LSP
enhancement factors, the coupling mechanism of the LSP and QW is investigated.
In Chapter 3, we characterize weak tip-sample dipole coupling materials, e.g., Poly
(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) polymer film using near-field spectroscopy in middle infrared
range. The vertical sensitivity of s-SNOM to identify chemicals and the factors limiting
this sensitivity are discussed. In this chapter, we also propose a parameter-free
methodology to measure the dielectric constants of ultra-thin films.
In Chapter 4, nano-FTIR spectroscopy is introduced to probe the intersubband
(ISB) transition in InGaAs/AlInAs quantum wells. LSPs localized on nanoantennae are
coupled to ISB polaritons resulting in the formation of upper and lower polariton bands
12

which are indicative of the strong coupling between LSP and ISB polaritons. The LSP and
ISB transition coupling were mapped by varying the nanoantenna size.
In the Chapter 5, the results of this dissertation are summarized. Based on the
performance of near-field spectroscopy, a study of synchronous spatial-spectral-temporal
resolution of the coupling of LSPs and excitonic transitions in 2-D materials is proposed
for future work.
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2. Photoluminescence of InGaAs/GaAs Quantum Well
Enhanced by LSPs1

2.1. Introduction
A localized surface plasmon (LSP) is the collective oscillation of free electrons on the
surface of metallic nanoparticles resonating with the external excitation. A description of
LSPs was introduced in Chapter 1. The presence of LSPs results in a large electric field at
the metallic surface which decays quickly away from the surface. In this work, we used Au
nanorods (AuNRs) to support LSPs with a plasmonic resonance frequency at 𝜆~650 nm.
Typically, the LSPs were excited by illumination with a HeNe laser at wavelength of 633
nm. The coupling of LSPs with typical semiconductor emitters such as quantum dots and
quantum wells can result in the enhancement or quenching the photoluminescence (PL),
depending on the distance1 between LSPs and emitters. LSPs enhance emitter
photoluminescence when they are separated distances well within the near-field regime.
This enhancement can be due to either enhanced absorption of the excitation photons or
enhanced spontaneous emission from the emitters or both. Khurgin and co-workers2, 3 have
theoretically described the contribution of absorption and spontaneous emission
enhancements to the external quantum efficiency of an emitter. However, it is still difficult
to separately quantify the contributions of absorption and emission enhancements
experimentally as both result in the overall increase of the PL intensities.4, 5

1

This chapter previously appeared as Chih-Feng Wang; Sadhvikas Addamane; Bisweswar Patra; Claudia
Rivera Lebron; Sharmin Haq; Ganesh Balakrishnan; Kevin J. Malloy; Terefe G. Habteyes, “Revealing
Temperature-Dependent Absorption and Emission Enhancement Factors in Plasmon Coupled
Semiconductor Heterostructures”. ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 1, 1439-1448.
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The total PL intensity enhancement factor (𝐹) is determined by two features as the
absorption enhancement factor (𝐹𝐴 ) and emission enhancement factor (𝐹𝐸 ), such that
𝐹 = 𝐹𝐴 𝐹𝐸 .

(2.1)

The absorption enhancement factor 𝐹𝐴 is related to the absorption cross-section, and the
emission enhancement factor 𝐹𝐸 is determined by the Purcell factor (𝐹𝑃 ) given as3
𝐹𝐸 =

1 + 𝐹𝑃 𝜂𝑝𝑟
,
1 + 𝐹𝑃 𝜂𝑟

(2.2)

where 𝜂𝑝𝑟 is the efficiency of converting internal modes to photons through the surface
plasmon modes, and 𝜂𝑟 is the radiative efficiency of the emitter without the plasmonic
enhancement effect. 𝜂𝑟 is determined by the rate constants of the radiative ( 𝑘𝑟 ) and
nonradiative (𝑘𝑛𝑟 ) excited state decay processes as
𝜂𝑟 =

𝑘𝑟
.
𝑘𝑟 + 𝑘𝑛𝑟

(2.3)

In this Chapter, we investigate the contributions of the absorption and spontaneous
emission enhancements to the PL intensity using InGaAs/GaAs single QW coupled to
colloidal AuNRs as a model system. By systematically studying the dependence of PL
intensity on temperature, excitation intensity, and QW cap layer thickness, we provide
insight into the enhancement mechanism experimentally, and this approach can be applied
to determine the carrier diffusion lengths and lifetimes in semiconductor heterostructures.

2.2. Experimental methods
InGaAs/GaAs single QW coupled to colloidal AuNRs was prepared for studying the
mechanism of PL enhancement using a home-built temperature-dependent PL (TDPL)
optical setup. The samples were excited by using a HeNe laser with photon energy of 1.96
17

eV, which is higher than the bandgap of GaAs (<1.52 eV depending on the temperature6,
7

). It is important that LSP enhanced absorption is limited to the near-field decay length

into the GaAs capping layer. Therefore, different thicknesses of the GaAs capping layer
(𝑑 = 5 nm, 10 nm, and 15 nm) were considered.
2.2.1. Coupling geometry and the QW fabrication
The coupling geometry of AuNRs and InGaAs/GaAs single QW is shown in Figure
2.1. The InGaAs/GaAs single QW samples with GaAs capping layer thicknesses of 5, 10
and 15 nm were grown in a VG V80 molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) reactor on epi-ready
semi-insulating GaAs (001) substrates. The substrate temperature was measured using an
optical pyrometer and the surface was monitored using reflection high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED). Prior to growth, the native oxide on the substrate was thermally
desorbed at 630 oC for 20 minutes under a constant As2 overpressure. The substrate
temperature was then brought down to 580 oC and a 150 nm thick GaAs smoothing layer
was grown. At this point, a 2×4 reconstruction was observed on the RHEED pattern,
indicating a smooth GaAs surface. Next, the temperature was further decreased to 475 oC
to grow an 8.35 nm thick In0.18Ga0.82As layer serving as the active medium, followed by a
1.55 nm thick GaAs layer to protect the QW during the subsequent temperature transition.
Following the growth of the active medium, the substrate temperature was increased back
to 580 oC to grow a high-temperature GaAs cap. Three different samples were grown with
varying total thicknesses of the GaAs cap (including thin cold GaAs and high temperature
grown GaAs): 5, 10 and 15 nm. In all cases, the In and Ga growth rates (calibrated by
RHEED oscillations) were kept constant at 0.065 and 0.3 ML/sec and a constant As:Ga
beam equivalent pressure (BEP) ratio of 13 was maintained.
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Microscope (SEM) images in Figure 2.2 (a) to (d) show this aggregation of AuNRs at the
boundary. Moving inside away from the boundary, as shown in Figure 2.2 (e) to (h),
AuNRs were more disperse than the boundary region and covered 0.5 – 5% of the sample
surface.1 This was the region where PL was measured. The focus spot diameter of the
excitation laser was about 400 𝜇m, 80 fold larger than the scale bar in Figure 2.2 (e), and
the distribution of the AuNRs within the illumination spot may be considered as uniform.
Due to the highly random and nonuniform distribution of the AuNRs at the nanoscale,
probing such a large area for reproducible results from different spots on the same sample
is essential.
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Figure 2.2 SEM image of AuNRs on InGaAs/GaAs QW sample with 5 nm cap layer.
(a) to (d) are image at the aggregated AuNRs boundary. (e) to (h) are image inside the
boundary area where the PL was measured. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl.
Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.
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2.2.2. Optical measurement of the QW photoluminescence
The temperature-dependent PL (TDPL) measurements were performed using a homebuilt optical setup as shown in Figure 2.3. We utilized conventional lock-in technique to
acquire PL signals from 10 K to room temperature with user defined intervals. The
InGaAs/GaAs QW was mounted on a cryostat chamber (CTI-Cryogenics, Model 22), twostage, closed-cycle helium refrigeration system. The temperature was precisely controlled
by Cryo-Con 32B controller (Cryogenic Control Systems Inc). The s-polarized HeNe laser
(𝜆 = 633 nm) was chopped at 620 Hz and focused on the sample using a lens with 𝑓# =
11.8 at the incident angle of 10 degree and the spot diameter of 400 m as measured using
the knife edge method. The PL of the QW was collected using a collection lens with NA =
0.2 and collimated to a 50 cm focal length monochromator (ARC SpectraPro-500). The PL
spectra were detected by a Femtowatt Photoreceiver (New Focus, Inc., Model 2153) using
lock-in amplifier SR830 (SRS, Inc). The TDPL measurement was automated by using inhouse LabVIEW program to control the lock-in amplifier, monochromator and temperature
controller as shown in Figure 2.4. The PL spectra were automatically recorded with a
temperature increment of 2.5 K or 5 K. After each increment, at least 5 minutes were set
for temperature stabilization, and the accuracy of the temperature was 0.2 K. We studied
the plasmonic enhancement effect by comparing the PL spectra on the region with 0.5 –
5% AuNRs coverage to the PL spectra on the region of bare InGaAs/GaAs QW. The
scattering responses of the AuNRs on GaAs surface were characterized using dark-field
scattering spectroscopy as described elsewhere.1, 8
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Figure 2.3 Home-built temperature-dependent PL measurement system. (a) Schematic
of the optical layout for TDPL. SPF is shortpass filter; LPF is longpass filter; P1, P2 are
polarizers; M1, M2, M3 are mirrors; L1, L2, L3 are lens of LA1484, LA1384, and
LA1256 (Thorlabs, Inc), respectively. (b) Picture of the TDPL system in the CHTM
room 163B. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 14391448. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 2.4 The user interface of TDPL system. This program automatically
communicates with the lock-in amplifer, monochromator, temperature controller and the
experimantal flows. It was coded by LabVIEW Queued Message Handler template
including more than 500 subVIs.

2.3. LSP enhanced PL of defective QW
2.3.1. Absorption and emission enhanced by LSP
The dark-field scattering image of aggregated AuNRs is shown in Figure 2.5 (a). We
measured the scattering spectra both on the aggregated AuNRs and on the individual
AuNR, shown in Figure 2.5 (b). The spectral line shape of the single AuNR on GaAs
depends on the size distribution9 and sub-nanometer variation of the inherent dielectric
spacing between the AuNRs and the GaAs due to the native oxide on GaAs and the surface
ligand on the AuNRs. This scattering spectra can range from weak scattering intensity nonLorentzian line shapes (dotted blue line in Figure 2.5 (b)) to strong intensity Lorentzian
shapes (dashed blue line in Figure 2.5 (b)) because of the variation of the interfacial
dielectric gap.1 In this work, we measured PL based on the aggregates of AuNRs on the
GaAs capping layer. The red-shift of the LSP resonance energy of the interparticle dipole-
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Figure 2.5 Dark field scattering spectroscopy. (a) The aggregated AuNRs on GaAs
surface. (b) Dark-field scattering spectra of single (dashed and dotted blue lines) and
aggregated (solid blue line) of AuNRs on GaAs substrate. The excitation energy (dashed
vertical red line, 1.96 eV) overlaps with the plasmon resonances that can increase the
absorption coefficient of the GaAs (black line). The plasmon resonance of aggregates
also overlap with the PL spectrum of the QW. Reprinted with permission from ACS
Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical
Society.

dipole plasmonic coupling in the aggregation of AuNRs due to the proximity and
orientation of the nanorods10-14 broadens the scattering spectrum as shown by the solid blue
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line in Figure 2.5 (b), and improves the spectral overlap with both excitation and emission
energies.
The absorption coefficient of GaAs increases with photon energy and is plotted as the
black line in Figure 2.5 (b) for photon energy above the bandgap energy. The excitation
photon energy (1.96 eV) of the LSP resonance increases the local electric field intensity
resulting in plasmon-enhanced absorption.2, 15 As shown in Figure 2.6, we simulated the
field of the AuNRs on GaAs substrate at the excitation wavelength (𝜆 = 633 nm) and the
emission wavelength (𝜆 = 920 nm) of InGaAs quantum well using the finite-difference
time domain (FDTD) software package (Lumerical) by total-field scattered-field source
scheme where the mesh size was 0.5 nm in x, y and z direction. In Figure 2.6 (a), the electric
field is confined at the AuNR-GaAs interface such that the coupling of the LSP and the
QW (Figure 2.1) can enhance the carrier generation close to the metal-semiconductor
interface inside the GaAs capping layer. These LSP pumped carriers (N) create
𝑑𝑁

concentration gradient ( 𝑑𝑦 ) along the y-direction going from the AuNR-GaAs interface
region to the InGaAs quantum well layer in which the radiative recombination takes place.
The flux of carriers flowing toward to InGaAs quantum well is proportional to the product
of the concentration gradient and the carrier diffusion coefficient (𝐷), which is given by
the Einstein relation as
𝐷=

𝑘𝐵 𝑇
𝜇,
𝑞

(2.4)

where 𝑇 is temperature, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑞 is the charge of electrons or holes,
and 𝜇 is the mobility of electrons or holes. Therefore, the LSP-enhanced absorption can
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increase the PL of InGaAs quantum well as function of the temperature and excitation
intensity.
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Figure 2.6 FDTD simulation of the near-field enhancement (in log scale) at (a) excitation
k
wavelength 𝜆 = 633 nm and (b) emission wavelength 𝜆 = 920 nm. In all cases, the
image size is 110 nm by 110 nm. At 633 nm, the field is mainly localized at the AuNRGaAs interface, whereas at 920 nm, a dipolar character concentrate at the ends of the
rod. Therefore, at 633 nm the AuNR-GaAs interface can serve as a small nanocavity for
concentrating light energy to enhance absorption, and at 920 nm the AuNRs serve as
efficient dipole antenna to radiate photons to the far-field. Reprinted with permission
from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019 American
Chemical Society.

The broadening LSP resonances of aggregated AuNRs also overlap with the PL
emission energy of the QW as shown by the solid blue and purple lines in Figure 2.5 (b).
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j(Ex )
j(Ex )

Although the emission overlapping is less extent compared to the overlap with the
absorption band, the LSP field is also expected to enhance the rate of spontaneous emission
due to Purcell enhancement effect.3, 16-20 The FDTD simulation in Figure 2.6 (b) indicates
that the near-field amplitude localized at the ends of the AuNR at the emission wavelength
𝜆 = 920 nm of the InGaAs QW. This near-field electric distribution has a dipolar character
concentrating at the ends of the rod such that AuNRs can serve as efficient dipole antenna
to radiate photons to the far-field. Note that the LSP fields at the excitation and emission
wavelengths are different. As a result, at excitation wavelength of 633 nm, the AuNR-GaAs
interface can serve as a small nanocavity to concentrate photon energy to enhance the
absorption, while at emission wavelength of 920 nm, the AuNRs can serve as efficient
dipole antenna to enhance the emission, fulfilling the different requirements for absorption
and emission enhancements as proposed by Sun et al.3
2.3.2. LSP enhanced PL for defective InGaAs QW in 5 nm cap thickness.
The PL enhancement mechanism was investigated using home built TDPL
measurement on the sample of InGaAs QW with 𝑑 = 5 nm thickness of GaAs cap layer.
The oxidized surface closed to the InGaAs quantum well and the misfit dislocations of
Indium generated high density of interface defects,21,

22

and the non-radiative

recombination centers of photocarriers in the heterostructure. The PL intensity of the bare
QW with 5 nm GaAs cap is very weak at the 0.95 W/cm2 excitation intensity as shown in
Figure 2.7 (a). The spectral shape is not well-defined owing to the defects even at low
temperature (𝑇 = 13 K). The temperature dependent PL spectra of the bare QW indicate
two broad peaks at ~1.33 eV and ~1.36 eV corresponding to deep level interface defect
states and InGaAs QW PL, respectively. The emission intensity from the defect state band
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Figure 2.7 Plasmonic PL enhancement for the InGaAs/GaAs QW with 5 nm GaAs
capping layer. PL intensity map representing spectra recorded at every 2.5 K temperature
intervals starting at 12.5 K (~13 K) for the (a) absence and (b) presence of AuNRs on
the GaAs capping layer. (c) Representative PL spectra at 13, 20, 30 and 40 K with (red
lines) and without (blue lines) AuNRs. The inset graph shows the spectra recorded at 13
K using log scale for the PL intensity. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl.
Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.

is comparable to the intensity of the bare QW PL. These poor spectral characteristics of
InGaAs quantum well agree with reported results that describe degradation of structural
and optical quality for capping layer thickness of 𝑑 < 10 nm.23
28

Despite the high defect density due to the thin capping layer on the single QW, the PL
can be improved dramatically by coupling the QW to colloidal AuNRs that support LSP
modes at the excitation and emission wavelengths. The coupling of the QW to the plasmon
modes has resulted in a significant increase of the PL intensity as the map shown in Figure
2.7 (b). Compare the Figure 2.7 (a) with (b), the LSP enhancement effect has extended the
PL detectable temperature range. In addition, the LSP enhanced PL spectra of QW with
AuNRs are transformed essentially to a single Lorentzian peak as the representative spectra
shown in Figure 2.7 (c) and the inset graph in the semilogarithmic scale. It is noted that the
LSP and QW coupling has no significant effect on the intensity and position of the defective
emission band. In fact, the emission of the defect states on the surface of the GaAs capping
layer is not enhanced appreciably by AuNRs, implying the quenching by the metal surface.
The LSP has not only enhanced the PL intensity, but also improved the optical quality.
The spectral linewidths have drastically decreased from 20 meV (without AuNRs) to 11
meV (with AuNRs) at the temperature of 13 K by fitting the PL spectra to a Gaussian
function as shown in Figure 2.8 (a) and (b). The PL peak positions and linewidths as
function of temperature are shown in Figure 2.8 (c) and (d), respectively. The observed PL
peak energy red-shift (by over 10 meV) in the presence of the AuNRs can be attributed to
band bending24 and increased carrier concentration (many-body effects) inside the QW.25,
26

For the narrowing linewidths of the PL spectra with AuNRs are maintained with

increasing temperature as shown in Figure 2.8 (d). This narrowing linewidth corresponds
to the improvement of the optical quality factor (peak energy to linewidth ratio) from ~67
to ~119. The optical quality factor has improved ~78% in the presence of the AuNRs.
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To investigate the coupling mechanism of the LSP and QW, the excitation intensity
was varied from 0.38 W/cm2 to 6.64 W/cm2 at the lowest temperature of 𝑇 = 10 K using
the home built TDPL system. To prevent the random distribution of the AuNRs

Figure 2.8 Spectral analyzation of 5 nm cap layer QW. (a) In the absence of the AuNRs,
two Gaussian functions are used to fit the spectrum. The FWHM of the higher energy
peak (green line) is used in the characterization of the QW spectral property. (b) In the
presence of the AuNRs on the GaAs cap, the relative intensity of the defect emission
band is negligible such that a single Gaussian function (red line) fits the QW PL
spectrum. (c) PL peak energies and (d) FWHM as a function of temperature for the
absence (blue square) and presence (red circles) of AuNRs. Reprinted with permission
from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019 American
Chemical Society.
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and localized defects, the power dependent PL spectra were recorded at the same spot for
the presence or absence of the AuNRs. In Figure 2.9, the power dependent PL spectra for
both with and without AuNRs remain the same pattern with increasing incident laser
intensity. This power-independent trend for bare QW indicates that the LSP enhancement
effect for the defective QW cannot be compensated by increasing the incident laser

Figure 2.9 PL spectra of the InGaAs/GaAs QW with 5 nm GaAs cap at T = 10 K and
different pumping laser intensity (𝑃) for (a) without AuNRs and (b) with AuNRs.
Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448.
Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.

intensity. Namely, the observation of LSP enhanced PL intensity emphasizes the critical
importance of the plasmonic Purcell enhancement effect for increasing the external
quantum efficiency of the defective QW. Referring to Equation (2.2), the brightening effect
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can be explained by the plasmon coupled photon emission efficiency (𝜂𝑝𝑟 ) that enables
conversion of internal modes to the far-field.

Figure 2.10 Integrated PL intensity and Enhancement factors as function of incident
intensity. (a) Log(𝑃)-log(𝐼) plot of integrated PL intensity for InGaAs/GaAs QW with 5
nm GaAs cap at T = 10 K. The dash lines are the best fit results. The fitted slope for with
and without AuNRs are 1.4 and 0.7, respectively. (b) Enhancement factors , the ratio of
integrated PL intensity of the QW with AuNRs to without the AuNRs. Reprinted with
permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019
American Chemical Society.

For further discussing the LSP enhancement effect, we integrated the PL intensity over
a range of spectra for with (𝐼𝑃𝐿,𝐴𝑁 ) and without (𝐼𝑃𝐿,𝑄𝑊 ) AuNRs as shown in the Figure
2.10 (a). The PL intensity is proportional to the injected carriers. We assume that the
excitation intensity is proportional to the injected carriers such that the integrated PL
intensity can be represented as 𝐼 ∝ 𝑃𝜅 where 𝜅 is the exponent corresponding to the cases
of the carrier recombination.27, 28 As 𝜅 = 1, the radiative recombination is dominance. For
bare QW, the slope of the best fitted line (black dash line), 𝜅~0.7 < 1, can be attributed to
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the defective states of reducing the injected carriers. For the presence of the AuNRs, the
fitted slope (red dash line) 𝜅~1.4 > 1 is attributed to the Shockley–Read–Hall
recombination28 at the nonradiative centers on the surface and the metallic-semiconductor
interface. It is noted that excess carriers generated by the presence of AuNRs still cannot
compensate the non-radiative recombination in this defective QW.
Furthermore, we defined the LSP enhancement factor 𝐹 as the ratio of the integrated
PL intensity with and without AuNRs given by
𝐹=

𝐼𝑃𝐿,𝐴𝑁
.
𝐼𝑃𝐿,𝑄𝑊

(2.5)

The power dependent LSP enhancement factors of the defective QW at 𝑇 = 10 K is plotted
in Figure 2.10 (b). The LSP enhancement factors increase with rising incident intensity.
For d = 5 nm, the InGaAs layer is within the decay length of the plasmon field localized at
the AuNR-GaAs interface1 such that the LSP enhancement effects originate from the
efficiencies of both photon absorption (rate of carrier generation) and photon emission
(out-coupling rate of the QW excitation energy into the far-field radiation).2, 29 As a result
of the near-field effect, free carriers are mostly generated inside the GaAs cap layer and
the InGaAs active layer. Hence, the plasmonic Purcell enhancement effect dominates the
PL enhancement mechanism for the QW with 𝑑 = 5 nm. At low temperature (𝑇 = 10 K),
the contribution of the carrier diffusion and transfer from the capping layer to the well is
insignificant. It is noted that the generation rate of the injected carriers in the presence of
AuNRs are larger than the generation rate of the injected carriers in the defective bare QW
due to the defect states, such that the enhancement factors increase as function of the
incident intensity 𝑃. We anticipate that the saturation of the enhancement factors occurs in
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the higher excitation intensity beyond the highest power of our TDPL system while the
defect states are saturated, and the radiative recombination is dominant.
The temperature dependent enhancement factor 𝐹 measured in different incident
intensity 𝑃 are shown in Figure 2.11. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the PL enhancement
originate from plasmon enhanced absorption, and the Purcell factor. For low excitation

Figure 2.11 PL intensity enhancement factor F (integrated PL intensity ratio of the QW
with AuNRs to the bare QW) as a function of temperature at different incident laser
intensity P. The solid lines are Gaussian fit to the data. Reprinted with permission from
ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019 American
Chemical Society.

intensity (𝑃 = 1.91 W/cm2), the reduction of the enhancement factors as the temperature
increasing is attributed to the decline of Purcell effect as function of temperature.20, 30 For
high excitation intensity, the initial increase of 𝐹 with increasing temperature in Figure
2.11 is attributed to free carrier diffusion and transfer from the GaAs cap to the InGaAs
QW.31 Hence, the PL enhancement is dominated by carrier captured from the cap barrier,
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and the temperature dependence of 𝐹 follows the temperature dependence of the carrier
diffusion coefficient 𝐷 as mentioned in Equation (2.4). Note that the diffusion coefficient
𝐷 is not only proportional to temperature but also mainly determined by the carrier
mobility 𝜇. For the case of GaAs as reported by Stillman and co-workers32, redrew in
Figure 2.12, the carrier mobility increases with temperature first and then decreases.32, 33
The temperature dependence of the carrier mobility in GaAs is consistent with the
observation of temperature dependent 𝐹 as shown in Figure 2.11. It is noted that with
increasing temperature, thermionic emission of carriers out of the QW and non-radiative
recombination processes are dominant,34-36 resulting in the decline of the enhancement
factor at high temperature region. For increasing cap layer thickness 𝑑, the LSP pumped
carriers in the GaAs capping layer dominates the PL enhancement as it will be discussed
in the next section.

Figure 2.12 Temperature dependence of the electron Hall diffusion coefficient
recalculated using the electron Hall mobility data reported in J. Phys. Chem. Solids 1970,
31, 1199- 1204. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18,
1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.
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2.4. LSP pumped carrier diffusion
2.4.1. LSP enhanced PL of InGaAs QW with 10 nm cap thickness
The LSP enhanced PL of 10 nm capping thickness QW excited at 𝑃 = 0.14 W/cm2
was measured at temperature range from 15 K to 90 K with 5 K increments as shown in
Figure 2.13 (a). The line shapes of PL spectra for with and without AuNRs are in red lines

Figure 2.13 Temperature dependent plasmonic enhancement effects on InGaAs/GaAs
QW with 𝑑 = 10 nm at excitation intensity 𝑃 = 0.14 W/cm2. (a) PL spectra with (red
lines) and without (blue lines) AuNRs at different temperatures. (b) Left y-axis:
temperature dependent of the integrated PL intensity for with (red circles) and without
(blue squares) AuNRs; Right y-axis: the temperature dependent of PL enhancement
factor 𝐹 (black circles) where the black solid line is a Gaussian fit to the data. (c) The
temperature dependent FWHM 𝛤 for without (blue square) and with (red circles) AuNRs
extracted from (a). Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019,
18, 1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.

and blue lines, respectively, indicating the better optical quality than 5 nm capping
thickness QW and significant enhancement by LSP. In fact, the PL intensity with AuNRs
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at 𝑇 = 60 K is stronger than the intensity without AuNRs at 𝑇 = 15 K. For more
quantitative comparison, we integrated the intensity of PL spectra (𝐼𝑃𝐿 ) with (red circles)
and without (blue squares) AuNRs at each temperature as shown in Figure 2.13 (b). In both
cases, the 𝐼𝑃𝐿 decreases with increasing temperature because of thermal activation
nonradiative processes. Note that the trends of 𝐼𝑃𝐿 are different in the presence and absence
of the AuNRs while comparing red circles and blue squares. For bare QW, a single
exponential function fits the data, while it deviates from this trend in the presence of the
AuNRs as shown in Figure 2.14 for different excitation intensity. It is noted that with LSP
enhancement effect, the 𝐼𝑃𝐿 curve has a concave down shape with an apparent inflection
point, indicating a critical temperature of transition from a slow to fast decline. This also
implied that the PL contribution of the plasmon generated and captured carriers to the QW
is declining. Furthermore, the enhancement factor 𝐹 (black triangle in Figure 2.13 (b))
increases considerably up to the critical temperature and then decreases rapidly with
temperature further increasing. By fitting a Gaussian function (solid black line in Figure
2.13 (b)) to the experimentally determined enhancement factor 𝐹, the average critical or
peak temperature 𝑇𝑝 is determined as 𝑇𝑝 ~47 K at 0.14 W/cm2 excitation intensity. Note
that the observed trend of 𝐹 is in contrast to the temperature dependence of the Purcell
enhancement factor reported for ZnO films30 and InGaN/GaN quantum wells20 that the
enhancement factor decreases slowly with increasing temperature. In addition to the
Purcell effect, the increase in F up to a certain temperature for 𝑑 = 10 nm InGaAs QW can
be attributed to the contribution of carriers generated by LSP pumping of the GaAs capping
layer and captured by the InGaAs active layer. Referring to Figure 2.12, it can be
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Figure 2.14 Deviation of integrated PL intensity. 𝐼𝑃𝐿 (in log scale) of InGaAs/GaAs QW
as a function of temperature at the excitation intensity of (a) 0.57 W/cm2 and (b) 0.95
W/cm2 in the absence (blue squares) and presence (red circles) of AuNRs on the 10 nm
GaAs cap. In all cases, the solid lines are exponential function fit to the data. For both
excitation intensities in the left pannel, in the case of without plasmonic effect, a single
exponetial function fits the data sufficiently but with the presence of LSP that significant
deviation is observed. To quantify dependence of the decay with respect to temperature
on the excitation intensity, separate exponential functions with different temperature
constants (𝑇1 and 𝑇2 ) are fit to the low and high temperature regime of the data. With
increasing excitation intensity, the deviation from the exponential trend is observed even
in the absence of the plasmonic AuNRs as illustrated in the right panel of (b). Reprinted
with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @
2019 American Chemical Society.
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seen that the increase in F with temperature parallels the temperature dependence of the
carrier diffusion coefficient as discussed in Section 2.3.2.
As the free carriers are transferred from the GaAs barrier to the InGaAs QW, the
linewidth of PL spectra is broadening because of the free carrier concentration 𝑛𝑓 . The
broadening linewidth ΔΓ is given by
ℎ2 𝑛𝑓
ΔΓ =
,
4𝜋𝑚∗

(2.6)

where 𝑚∗ is the effective mass of electron, and ℎ is Planck’s constant.25, 37, 38 As can be
seen in Figure 2.13 (c), at temperature 𝑇 = 15 K, the linewidth without the AuNRs is Γ =
5.8 ± 0.5 meV while the linewidth with the AuNRs is Γ = 8.3 ± 0.3 meV. The LSP has
induced ~43% linewidth broadening, which is in contrast to the spectral narrowing
observed for the QW with 𝑑 = 5 nm in Figure 2.8 (d). The LSP induced linewidth
broadening indicates the dominance of absorption enhancement to the PL intensity for 𝑑 =
10 nm while it is dominated by spontaneous emission enhancement for 𝑑 = 5 nm QW.
Like the trend of enhancement factor 𝐹 , the plasmon-induced linewidth broadening
appears to increase up to a certain temperature. It confirms free carrier concentration
increasing inside the InGaAs QW because of enhanced rate of carrier captured from the
capping layer.
2.4.2. Power dependence of the LSP enhanced PL
The LSP has enhanced the absorption and pumped the carriers in the cap layer such
that the carrier concentration increases in the InGaAs QW. To further support this
argument, we designed the power dependent PL experiments and the results are presented
in Figure 2.15. Further evidence for the mechanism of the LSP enhancement effect of the
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Figure 2.15 Power dependence of enhancement factor for 10 nm capping thihckness
QW. (a) Integrated PL intensity (in log scale) as a function of temperature without (open
symbols) and with (solid symbols) at different excitation intensities as labeled. The
power denpence of the integrated PL intensity at 10 K (black dash), 45 K (red dash) and
90 K (blue dash) are represented in (b). (c) The PL intensity enhancement factor as a
function of temperature at different excitation intensity. The solid lines are Gaussian fit
to the data. Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 14391448. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.

QW PL can be obtained by analyzing the temperature dependence of the 𝐼𝑃𝐿 at different
excitation intensity 𝑃 as shown in Figure 2.15 (a). For the case of the presence of the
AuNRs (solid symbols), the deviation from a linear trend in the semilogarithmic plot is
clear even at the lowest excitation intensity 𝑃 = 0.1 W/cm2. The deviation of integrated
PL intensity increases with rising excitation intensity. In the absence of the AuNRs (open
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symbols), a small deviation from the linear trend is also observed when the excitation
intensity 𝑃 > 2 W/cm2, indicating that LSP pumped carriers can be compensated by
increasing the incident laser power. For d = 10 nm, the material thickness including the
InGaAs layer is 18 nm, which is much smaller than the penetration depth of the incident
light which is estimated as ~250 nm from the absorption coefficient of the GaAs at l =
633 nm in Figure 2.5 (b). As a result, it is reasonable to assume that generation of carriers
by the incident light is uniform within the depth of the InGaAs QW. Hence, there are no
significant concentration gradient of carriers in the absence of the AuNRs on the GaAs
capping layer so that carriers directly excited by incident light diffuse from capping layer
to QW is ignorable at low excitation intensity. As it discussed in Section 2.3.1, the carrier
flux is affected by the carrier concentration gradient and diffusion coefficient. The
curvatures of the 𝐼𝑃𝐿 intensity without AuNRs at different temperatures as shown in Figure
2.15 (a) can simply be explained in terms of the temperature dependence of the carrier
diffusion coefficient. Note that the deviation observed at the lowest excitation intensity
𝑃 = 0.1 W/cm2 (solid black squares) in the presence of the AuNRs is more pronounced
than the deviation observed at the highest excitation intensity 𝑃 = 6.10 W/cm2 (open
golden stars) in the absence of the AuNRs. It underscores the contribution of the LSP
pumped free carriers generated in the GaAs capping layer where the carrier concentration
gradient is considerable. Therefore, substantial carrier flux is captured by InGaAs active
layer results in the enhancement of PL. We represent the integrated PL intensity 𝐼𝑃𝐿 at fixed
temperature of 10 K, 45 K and 90 K as a function of incident intensity in Figure 2.15 (b).
The slope of the log(𝐼𝑃𝐿 )-log(𝑃) curve 𝜅 is 1.7, 1.9, and 2.0 in the absence of the AuNRs
and 1.2, 1.5, and 2.0 in the presence of the AuNRs for temperature of 10 K, 45 K, and 90
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K, respectively. It is noted that the power dependence of the integrated PL intensity at high
temperature for both with and without AuNRs is same.
At low excitation intensity (e.g. 𝑃 = 0.10 W/cm2), the signal-to-noise (𝑆𝑁𝑅) level is
very small (𝑆𝑁𝑅 ≈ 50 at 𝑇 = 10 K) in the absence of the LSP enhancement effect. When
increasing temperature, the PL signal decreases rapidly approaching to the background
level for 𝑇 > 30 K as the black squares shown in Figure 2.16 (a). This is due to the
dominance of the nonradiative recombination processes at low carrier concentration.39
With the LSP enhancement effect, the SNR increases significantly at low temperatures
(𝑆𝑁𝑅 ≈ 470 at 𝑇 = 10 K), but it decreases rapidly to the background level for 𝑇 > 65 K

Figure 2.16 The signal-to-noise ratio for the QW with 𝑑 = 10 nm at excitation
intensities of (a) 0.10 W/cm2 and (b) 1.91 W/cm2 as a function of temperature. Reprinted
with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @
2019 American Chemical Society.

as the red circles shown in Figure 2.16 (a). It suggests that the carrier concentration
enhanced by LSP is still not high enough to saturate the nonradiative recombination active
sites that increases with rising temperature.34 As a result, at low excitation intensity, the PL
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enhancement is restricted to a narrow temperature range as shown by the black line in
Figure 2.15 (c). As increasing excitation intensity, the temperature of PL enhancement
factor peaks (𝑇𝑝 ) progressively move to higher temperatures owing to the LSP increased
carrier concentration such that the saturation temperature of nonradiative recombination
sites extends to higher temperatures. In addition, the peak values of the enhancement factor
𝐹 decreases with increasing excitation intensity can be attributed to the saturation of the
LSP enhanced carriers in the GaAs capping layer.
The contribution of the LSP generated carrier and captured by the QW to radiative
recombination can be quantified partially by analyzing the dependence of enhancement
factor 𝐹 as a function of temperature 𝑇 and excitation intensity 𝑃. We assume that carriers
created by LSP are close to the region of AuNRs-GaAs interface. These LSP pumped
carriers cannot migrate to the quantum well at 𝑇 = 10 K (the lowest temperature in our
home built TDPL measurement system). As a result, the PL enhancement at the lowest
temperature is assumed to be originated from the Purcell enhancement effect which
decreases with temperature only slowly.20 Hence, the Purcell factor can reasonably be
assumed constant. As shown in Figure 2.15 (c), the PL enhancement factor 𝐹 increases up
to certain temperature indicates that the temperature dependence of the PL enhancement
factor is dominated by the contribution of carriers captured from the capping layer. We note
that these assumptions underestimate the contribution of the PL enhancement due to the
LSP generated and captured carriers. With this in mind, the enhancement factors measured
at different excitation intensity 𝑃 in Figure 2.15 (b) can be normalized by dividing the
corresponding enhancement factor at 𝑇 = 10 K as shown in Figure 2.17 (a). The
normalized plots indicate that the contribution of captured carriers increases with
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Figure 2.17 The normalized enhancement factors and the parameter 𝜌 . (a) The
enhancement factor normalized by the corresponding value at 𝑇 = 10 K. (b) The
contribution of LSP generated and captured carriers determined using Equation (2.7).
Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448.
Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.

increasing excitation intensity 𝑃 as more carriers are generated inside the capping layer
and the nonradiative recombination sites are saturated. Hence, we can quantify the
contribution of LSP generated and captured carriers using a parameter 𝜌 which is defined
as
𝜌(𝑃) =

𝐹𝑐 (𝑃)
,
𝐹0 (𝑃)

(2.7)

where 𝐹0 is the PL enhancement factor at the lowest temperature (𝑇 = 10 K) and 𝐹𝑐 is the
enhancement factor due to carriers generated by LSP pumping of the capping layer and
diffused to the QW. 𝐹𝑐 is determined by the difference between the maximum enhancement
factor 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐹0 as follows,
𝐹𝑐 (𝑃) = 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑃) − 𝐹0 (𝑃) .
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(2.8)

As shown in Figure 2.17 (b), the parameter 𝜌 increases rapidly from about 50% at 𝑃 = 0.1
W/cm2 to about 210% at 𝑃 = 0.95 W/cm2. Interestingly, the value stays nearly constant
for 0.95 < 𝑃 < 2.86 W/cm2, indicating the saturation of carrier transfer efficiency similar
to the efficiency droop in light-emitting diodes.40 However, the parameter 𝜌 increases
again approximately linearly as 𝑃 is increased further, which indicates the higher rate of
carrier transfer to the well than carrier escape from the well.
2.4.3. Comparation of LSP enhanced PL in different capped thickness
Since the dominance of LSP enhanced PL for the QWs with 𝑑 = 5 nm and 𝑑 = 10 nm
is different, we map enhancement factor 𝐹 on temperature 𝑇 and excitation intensity 𝑃
axes using color scales as shown in Figure 2.18. The represented line profiles across the
2D enhancement factor map is shown in Figure 2.19. The different trends for the two QWs
reveal different contribution of absorption and emission enhancements by the LSP
coupling. For 𝑑 = 5 nm, the Purcell factor is the dominant enhancement mechanism. The
enhancement factor 𝐹 increases with the increasing excitation intensity 𝑃 for all
temperatures as shown in Figure 2.18 (a) and the line profile in Figure 2.19 (a). The
normalized enhancement factor map as shown in Figure 2.18 (b) indicates that the
contribution of LSP generated and captured carriers is only significant at high incident laser
power (the line profile shown in Figure 2.19 (b)), because the high carrier density is applied
to saturate the high defect density before carriers can be captured by the well. For this
barely capped QW, the contribution of captured carriers becomes negligible for
temperature 𝑇 > 40 K while more nonradiative recombination sites are activated and the
less confinement with shallow capping layer.
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Figure 2.18 Two-dimensional maps of the PL intensity enhancement factor 𝐹 on the
temperature 𝑇 and excitation intensity 𝑃 axes. The enhancement factor 𝐹 values is
represented with color scale for the QW with 𝑑 = 5 nm in (a, b), and 𝑑 = 10 nm in (c,
d). The color scale in (b) and (d) is the ratio of 𝐹(𝑃, 𝑇)⁄𝐹0 (𝑃, 𝑇0 ) indicating the
contribution of LSP generated and captured carriers to the PL enhancement. Reprinted
with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @
2019 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 2.19 Line profiles (across the 2D maps in Figure 2.18) at representative
temperatures. The excitation intensity dependence of the enhancement factor in (a, c)
and the contribution of the LSP generated and captured carriers in (b, d) are plotted for
the QWs with 𝑑 = 5 nm in (a, b) and 𝑑 = 10 nm in (c, d). Reprinted with permission
from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019 American
Chemical Society.

For 𝑑 = 10 nm, there are different LSP enhancement mechanisms depending on the
temperature. The dependence of enhancement factor F on 2D map of temperature and
excitation intensity is shown in Figure 2.18 (c). For temperature 𝑇 < 50 K, the
enhancement factor 𝐹 decreases exponentially when increasing excitation intensity 𝑃 as
shown in Figure 2.18 (c) and the corresponding line profile shown in Figure 2.19 (c). This
rapidly decreasing of the enhancement factor in low temperature is attributed to the
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inefficient captured rate by the QW and only small fraction of the LSP pumped carriers are
expected to migrate and captured by the well due to the small diffusion coefficient (see
Figure 2.12). Note that the diffusion coefficient is larger for lesser carrier concentration at
a fixed temperature. Therefore, the increasing rate of the LSP enhanced PL is slower than
bare QW PL resulting in the enhancement factor decreases rapidly as a function of
excitation intensity 𝑃. For 45 𝐾 < 𝑇 < 95 𝐾, the enhancement factor 𝐹 increases first as
a function of excitation intensity 𝑃 and then decreases gradually. The increasing of the
enhancement factor 𝐹 as a function of excitation intensity 𝑃 in this temperature region is
attributed to high thermal energy gained by LSP enhanced carriers such that the carriers
diffusing to and captured by QW become more efficient. Further increasing the excitation
intensity 𝑃, the enhancement factor 𝐹 turns down slowly to a saturated value due to the
saturation of the capture rate and the radiative recombination rate in the QW. The
normalized enhancement factors as shown in Figure 2.18 (d) and Figure 2.19 (d) indicate
that the contribution of LSP generated and captured carriers continue to be important even
at relatively high temperatures with increasing excitation intensity 𝑃 . However, at
sufficiently high temperature, the carrier confinement in the QW becomes inefficient and
the overall trend of the PL enhancement is essentially determined by the Purcell effect.

2.5. The thickness dependence of the LSP and QW coupling
2.5.1. LSP enhanced PL on random AuNRs distribution
The discussion in Sections 2.3 and Section 2.4 has indicated that the LSP pumped
excitation of the barriers close to the AuNRs-GaAs interface dominates the contribution to
the PL enhancement when the capping thickness 𝑑 is increased from 5 nm to 10 nm. It is
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also important to keep in mind that the absorption and Purcell enhancement effects are not
mutually exclusive such that the absorption enhancement increases the carrier
concentration inside the well and the Purcell effect enlarges the photon extraction
efficiency.
The absorption enhancement and Purcell effect can be affected dramatically by the
concentration of the AuNRs and their aggregation as the SEM images depicted in Figure
2.2. To remove the influence of the random distribution of the AuNRs, we measured PL
at different locations and excitation intensity, The corresponding enhancement factor for
𝑑 = 10 nm QW is shown in Figure 2.20. As it can be seen from the magnitude of the error
bars (standard deviations) in Figure 2.20 (a), the enhancement factor varied from place to
place on the same sample due to the random distribution of the drop-casted AuNRs over
the GaAs surface. The observed maximum enhancement factor can be as high as 𝐹 ≈ 80
depending on the position and the excitation intensity. It is noted that the deviation of the
peak temperature at a given excitation laser intensity is about Δ𝑇 ≈ 5 K, which is a small
fluctuation compared to the fluctuation of the enhancement factors. In Figure 2.20 (b), the
data were measured following different procedures from the data in Figure 2.15 (c) where
were obtained at a single spot by sweeping the temperature with 5 K increment at each
excitation intensity. In Figure 2.20 (b), the average enhancement factor 𝐹 were measured
from at least three different spots with recording PL spectra at a fixed temperature for
different excitation intensities. Regardless of the different measuring procedures, the
general trend of the enhancement factor remains the same.
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Figure 2.20 PL enhancement factors of 𝑑 = 10 nm QW at different spots. (a)
Enhancement factors and peak temperatures distribution obtained at different excitation
intensities. The open symbols with error bars represent average values. (b) The average
enhancement factor as a function of temperature. Reprinted with permission from ACS
Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical
Society.

2.5.2. The relative internal quantum yield for different capping thickness
The internal quantum yield is another factor determining the coupling efficiency of the
LSP and the QW. Further insight into the PL enhancement mechanism can be investigated
by measuring the emission lifetime as a function of temperature.20 Note that the LSP
enhancement effect is expected to increase both the radiative and nonradiative decay
rates.41 As a result, the PL intensity enhancement is accompanied by reducing carriers
lifetime. The significance of the nonradiative processes can be quantified as Murphy and
co-workers42 demonstrated by comparing the intensity enhancement and lifetime
reductions for different samples. In our experiments, the relative internal quantum yields
as shown in Figure 2.21 were obtained by comparing the PL intensity at different capping
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Figure 2.21 Temperature dependence of the relative internal quantum yield for the bare
InGaAs QWs with capping thicknesses of 𝑑 = 5, 10 and 15 nm. Reprinted with
permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18, 1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019
American Chemical Society.
thicknesses. At a given excitation intensity, the bare InGaAs QW with 𝑑 = 15 nm capping
thickness has the highest PL intensity at the lowest temperature compared to 𝑑 = 10 nm
and 𝑑 = 5 nm QWs. Therefore, we assumed that the relative internal quantum yield is
100% of the radiative efficiency for 𝑑 = 15 nm QW at the lowest temperature 𝑇 = 15 K.
The relative internal quantum yield of the QW with 𝑑 = 15 nm is about 10-fold and 300fold larger than the capping thickness of 10 nm and 5 nm QWs, respectively.
2.5.3. LSP-QW coupling length
The LSP near-field decay length and LSP pumped carrier diffusion length in
InGaAs/GaAs QW can be extracted from measuring PL with varying the thickness of the
GaAs capping layer as the demonstration of the InAs/InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots at room
temperature.1 We use the thickness dependence of the average enhancement factor to
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determine the coupling length of the LSP and the QW. The average enhancement factor 𝐹
for 𝑑 = 10 nm (black squares) and 𝑑 = 15 nm (red circles) QWs at excitation intensity of
𝑃 = 0.14 W/cm2 are shown in Figure 2.22. For 𝑑 = 15 nm QW, the average enhancement
factor 𝐹 increases with increasing temperature and achieves a maximum temperature at
𝑇max ≈ 73 K. Compared to 𝑇max ≈ 47 K for 𝑑 = 10 nm QW, this shifted peak
temperature indicates the improvement of the carrier confinement and suppression of the
nonradiative losses as the thickness of the GaAs capping layer increasing.
In addition, the maximum average enhancement factor drastically decreases from
𝐹max ≈ 31 ( 𝑑 = 10 nm QW) to 𝐹max ≈ 2.5 ( 𝑑 = 15 nm QW). The maximum PL
enhancement factor decreased 92% with only 5 nm of the capping thickness increasing. It
is interesting to note that the peak value of 𝐹c also dramatically decreased from 17.2 to 1.3
when 𝑑 is increased from 10 nm to 15 nm, corresponding to 𝐹c,15nm ⁄𝐹c,10nm = 0.08 ,
which is much smaller than 1/e that is commonly used to define the decay lengths. This
drastic decline of enhancement factor for a 5 nm increment of capping layer thickness
cannot simply be attributed to short carrier diffusion length (𝐿𝑑 ) that is given by the fast
carrier lifetime (𝜏) as 𝐿𝑑 = √𝐷𝜏. Instead, the LSP and QW coupling is still strong at 10 nm
separation but becomes negligible at 15 nm. Therefore, the cap thickness of 𝑑 = 10 nm
defines the characteristic of the near-field decay length and the LSP-QW coupling length
at the emission wavelength. Finally, according to Equation (2.2), the emission enhancement
factor 𝐹𝐸 becomes large while the initial radiative efficiency 𝜂𝑟 is small. As shown in
Figure 2.21, the QW with 𝑑 = 5 nm has the lowest relative internal quantum yield.
However, the highest LSP enhanced PL intensity is observed for 𝑑 = 10 nm, indicating the
significant contribution of absorption enhancement. These observations suggest that the
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capping layer thickness can be optimized to maximize the PL enhancement and the
dielectric spacing between the semiconductor and the metal can be optimized such that hot
electron transfer is blocked and near-field coupling is maximized.

Figure 2.22 Temperature dependence of the PL intensity enhancement factor for 𝑑 =
10 nm QW (left y-axis) and 𝑑 = 15 nm (right y-axis) at excitation intensity 𝑃 = 0.14
W/cm2. For each QW, the contribution of the LSP generated/captured carriers to the PL
enhancement factor is indicated by the vertical dashed line with double arrows, 𝐹𝑐,10𝑛𝑚
and 𝐹𝑐,15𝑛𝑚 . Reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Electron. Mater. 2019, 18,
1439-1448. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.
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2.6. Conclusion
In summary, LSP enhanced absorption, carrier diffusion and capture, and LSP
enhanced photon extraction are systematically investigated by analyzing the temperature
dependence of the PL properties of InGaAs/GaAs single QW coupled to colloidal AuNRs.
The contribution of the LSP enhanced absorption and emission to the PL enhancement
depends on the GaAs capping layer thickness 𝑑. For 𝑑 smaller than the near-field decay
length, i.e. 𝑑 = 5 nm, the Purcell effect results in dramatic increase of the external quantum
efficiency of the QW that otherwise barely emits photons. When 𝑑 is increased to 𝑑 = 10
nm, both absorption and emission enhancements due to the coupling to the LSP modes are
strong. The rates of carrier captured by the QW and photon extraction out of the QW are
enhanced considerably resulting in up to 80-fold enhancement of PL depending on
temperature and AuNRs distribution. The temperature dependence of the PL enhancement
factor follows the temperature dependence of the carrier diffusion coefficient in GaAs. Our
analysis suggests that colloidal plasmonic nanoparticles can be used as simple probes for
studying carrier transport phenomena in arbitrary semiconductor heterostructures.
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3. Near-field spectroscopy in middle infrared regime

3.1. Introduction
In Chapter 2, colloidal plasmonic nanoparticles were used as a probe to investigate the
coupling of LSPs and semiconductor heterostructure emitters by studying the temperaturedependent photoluminescence. Photoluminescence is a far-field measurement that
provides some capacity to understand near-field phenomena. However, the lack of the
spatial resolution is a shortcoming of using this kind of far-field measuring technique on
nano-structured materials. In particular, charactering mid-infrared (mid-IR) optical
properties with nano-scale spatial resolution is a critical challenge for key applications such
as biosensors1-3 and plasmonic devices.4-6 To overcome the spatial resolution limitations,
we must use a near-field technique such as scattering-type scanning near-field optical
microscopy7, 8 (s-SNOM). In this chapter, we illustrate the use of s-SNOM to investigate
nanoscale optical properties by identifying molecular species bonded to ultra-thin films.
Additionally, we develop a new methodology to measure the nanoscale dielectric constant
using this s-SNOM.
To characterize the chemical structure of ultra-thin film, many innovative techniques
have been applied. Traditionally, IR spectroscopic ellipsometry9-11 (IRSE) and Fouriertransform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy12, 13 facilitated the spectral analysis of thin film
even though their spatial resolution is restricted by the Rayleigh criterion. To deal with the
diffraction limits, spectroscopy based on the scanning probe techniques, e.g. tip-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy14-16 (TERS) and atomic force microscope infrared-spectroscopy17, 18
(AFM-IR) have been proposed. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) based TERS
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provides atomic spatial resolution and enables Raman spectroscopy on a single molecule.15
The requirement of an ultra-high vacuum and cryogenic environment as well as the weak
signals from the small Raman scattering cross-section have made TERS burdensome and
expensive to use for thin films. AFM-IR uses FTIR techniques to obtain the spectra.18, 19 In
this case, the broadband light source limits the spectral width and the spectral resolution is
limited by the scanning distance of the interferometric mirror. Additionally, long
acquisition times and spectra averaging for a single spatial pixel lengthen the time to form
spectral images.
s-SNOM7, 8 is a well-developed technique to efficiently image the optical properties
of materials with resolution of a few nanometers. The working principle of s-SNOM was
introduced in the Chapter 1. This technique provides wavelength-independent spatial
resolution coupled with the ability to explore the broadband optical properties of materials
from the terahertz to the visible.20-22 The elastic-scattering from the dipole-dipole
interaction between the AFM tip and sample has been described by a single dipole model23
and a finite dipole model.24 For strong coupling between tip-dipole and the sample such as
occurs for surface plasmon polaritons25, 26 and for exciton-polaritons,27 s-SNOM gives
monolayer sensitivity with good lateral resolution. However, the vertical sensitivity of sSNOM for weak coupling between the tip-dipole and the sample is still an area of debate.
The weak coupling regime is of interest, for example, in s-SNOM applications such as
study of the vibrational modes of molecules.28-31 The vibrational spectra of molecules are
derived from the normalized amplitude and phase difference that represent the real part and
imaginary part of the dielectric constant, respectively, of the analyte. The lateral spatial
resolution is about 10 nm which is controlled by the radius of the AFM tip. The vertical
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sensitivity of s-SNOM in this application (molecular identification by vibrational modes)
has to be determined case by case. In one study, the vertical sensitivity of s-SNOM for the
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) thin films on Au substrates,31 was theoretically
calculated for 2 nm PMMA thin films while experimental results are only reported for
PMMA films thicker than 10 nm.32 The limitations on film sample thickness for successful
s-SNOM vibrational spectroscopy is determined by the dielectric properties of molecules,
the cross section of the vibrational modes and the dielectric properties of the substrate.
In this Chapter, we systematically examine the effects of thin film thickness in sSNOM spectroscopy. We accomplish this by performing near-field spectroscopy on Poly
(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) polymer thin films which are of interest owing to their affinity
for metals and possible role in efficient and reusable catalysts.33-35 By investigating P4VP
films on Au substrates, enhancement of the s-SNOM signal31 such as described in the
previous chapter occurs. By using a P4VP film of with a thickness gradient, the s-SNOM
vertical sensitivity and the smallest distinguishable thickness of P4VP thin film can be
determined. Finally, we introduce a parameter-free methodology to measure the dielectric
constant of P4VP thin films using thickness dependent near-field image contrasts. This
method reduces the uncertainty in the estimated parameters and enables the effective
characterization of the dielectric constant of ultra-thin polymers.

3.2. Experimental method
3.2.1. Preparation of P4VP thin film
The substrate of a 50 nm Au film on 2 nm of titanium deposited on a Si substrate by
electron-beam physical vapor deposition (EBPVD). The P4VP film was deposited by
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dropping 0.1 µl of a 0.2 wt% P4VP solution at room temperature on a clean Au substrate
with very slow spin coating of 200 rpm for 5 minutes. This slow spin coating resulted in
P4VP thin film only covering part of the Au substrate with a clear boundary between the
P4VP thin film area and the bare Au substrate. A thickness gradient formed at the P4VP
thin film boundary. Ultra-thin P4VP films were prepared by high speed spin coating of 1
µl of 0.5 wt% P4VP at 1000 rpm for 2 minutes. We slightly scratched the sample to reveal
the Au substrate. A final sample used 5 µl of 0.2 wt% P4VP solution spin coated at 6000
rpm for 4 minutes and was partially dipped into isopropanol (IPA) for 1 second.
3.2.2. Near-field optical measurements
The near-field images of the P4VP thin film samples were measured by using the
commercial s-SNOM (Neaspec GmbH) illuminated by a tunable quantum cascade laser
(QCL) (MIRcat, Daylight Solutions) as shown in Figure 3.1. The tapping frequency (Ω) of
the metal-coated AFM probe (Arrow NCPt, NanoWorld) was 270 kHz with 70 nm of
tapping amplitude. The topography and near-field images were obtained simultaneously by
pseudoheterodyne s-SNOM detection7 using 3 mW CW of the QCL laser to illuminate the
P4VP thin film. This excitation was focused on the very end of AFM probe using a
parabolic mirror and was tuned from 1570.0 cm−1 to 1620.0 cm−1.

3.3. Nano spectroscopy of P4VP thin films
3.3.1. Near-field imaging of P4VP films
To study the P4VP, we targeted the strong aromatic quadrant C=C stretching mode of
polymeric P4VP36, 37 at 1597 cm−1. For the near-field spectroscopy imaging study, the
excitation wavenumber was varied from 1570.0 cm−1 to 1620.0 cm−1, covering the C=C
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stretch vibrational mode. The P4VP thin film was prepared by slow spin coating on Au
substrate, creating a film edge. Note that an Au film substrate can enhance the near-field
interaction31 by increasing the illumination of the AFM tip, intensifying the backscattering
from the AFM tip and strengthening the tip-substrate local field. This is especially true for
the case of weak coupling between the P4VP thin film and AFM tip dipole.

Interferometer

AFM tip

Mid-IR

Mirror
Beam
Splitter

Sample

MCT detector

Parabolic mirror

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the s-SNOM using the mid-IR light source.

The topography of the P4VP film and the complex amplitude near-field images were
recorded simultaneously by pseudoheterodyne detection as shown in Figure 3.2. The
thickness of the P4VP thin film in the right side of Figure 3.2 (a) is ~80 nm while the bare
Au substrate is in the left side. The edge region of the P4VP thin film is smooth with a
gentle ~3-degree thickness gradient as shown in the line profile. The near-field amplitude
(𝑆𝑚 ) and phase (𝜑𝑚 ), where 𝑚 is the demodulation order, are displayed in Figure 3.2 (b).
The difference of dielectric constant between P4VP and Au substrate causes the contrasts
of near-field images such that reduced near-field amplitude on P4VP (darker) and positive
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phase shift (𝜑𝑃4𝑉𝑃 > 𝜑𝐴𝑢 ) at the absorption of C=C vibrational mode at 1597.5 cm−1. Note
that the 𝑚 = 3 demodulation order results in a stronger amplitude contrast than the lower
𝑚 = 2 demodulation order at all wavenumbers with approximately the same phase contrast
at 1597.5 cm−1. However, at off-resonance of the C=C vibrational mode, the phase contrasts
are reversed and will be discussed in the Section 3.3.3.

Figure 3.2 Near-field images (a) The topography of the P4VP on Au substrate. (b) The
simulataneously measured near-field imagese at multiple wavenumber. The amplitude
( 𝑆𝑚 ) and phase ( 𝜑𝑚 ) images of pesudeohetrodyne detection at 𝑚 = 2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 3
demodulation sweeping from 𝜆 = 1570.0 cm−1 to 𝜆 = 1620.0 cm−1. The scale bar is
500 nm. The green dash line is the position for the line profiles.

3.3.2. Near-field spectroscopy of P4VP thin films
The near-field amplitude and phase images are wavelength dependent and therefore
the reflection and absorption spectra28 may be extracted from the amplitude and phase
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variations, respectively. The near-field amplitude signals (𝑆𝑚,P4VP ) and phase signals
(𝜑𝑚,P4VP ) of P4VP from the 200 nm wide area on the right side of the image are averaged
as well as the amplitude signals (𝑆𝑚,Au) and phase signals (𝜑𝑚,Au) of the Au substrate from
the 200 nm wide area on the most left side. The normalized amplitude is given by
𝑆̂𝑚 =

𝑆𝑚,P4VP
𝑆𝑚,Au

(3.1)

and the phase contrast is defined as
Δ𝜑𝑚 = 𝜑𝑚,P4VP − 𝜑𝑚,Au .

(3.2)

The normalized amplitude 𝑆̂𝑚 of P4VP thin film shown in Figure 3.3 (a) corresponds
to the reflection spectrum of P4VP in the region of the excitation energies. This normalized
amplitude spectrum has a Lorentzian-derivative-like shape where the maximum (𝑆̂2,max )
and minimum (𝑆̂2,min ) amplitudes for the second order demodulation are at wavenumbers
of 1592.5 cm−1 and 1605.0 cm−1, respectively. The absolute spectral amplitude contrast
(Δ𝐴𝑚 ) is defined31 as the difference between the maximum and minimum near-field
amplitudes (Δ𝐴𝑚 = 𝑆̂𝑚,max − 𝑆̂𝑚,min ). The second- and third- demodulation signals of the
near-field amplitude have essentially equivalent absolute spectral amplitude contrasts of
Δ𝐴2 = 0.078 ± 0.010 and Δ𝐴3 = 0.072 ± 0.016, respectively.
In Figure 3.3 (b), the phase difference of P4VP thin film as function of excitation
wavenumber follows the absorption spectrum and hence the imaginary part of the P4VP
dielectric constant. Both the phase difference of second- and third-order of demodulation
appear a peak at wavenumber of 1598.0 cm−1 which agree well with reports36, 37 of the
aromatic quadrant C=C stretching mode of P4VP.
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Figure 3.3 Near-field spectroscopy of P4VP thin films. (a) The normalized amplitude
and (b) phase differences of the P4VP thin films at second- and third-order
demodulation. The black and red line are guidelines for eyes. The phase contrast of 3𝛺
demodulation shows positive contrast for 𝛥𝜑3 > 0, and negative contrast for 𝛥𝜑3 < 0

3.3.3. Near-field phase contrast reversal on P4VP thin film
The phase in the near-field measurement represents the phase difference between the
oscillating sample dipole and the AFM tip dipole. In general, the tip dipole interacts with
its image dipole on the bulk sample materials and we expect the phase difference for metals,
semiconductors, and polymers to follow the relation 𝜑𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟 > 𝜑𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 >
𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 . Therefore, a positive phase contrast (𝜑𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟 > 𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 ) is expected when using
metal as a reference. In our experiments, the phase contrasts show positive contrasts for
both order demodulations (Δ𝜑2 > 0 and Δ𝜑3 > 0) around the absorption peak. However,
as can be seen in Figure 3.4 (b), at the off-resonance of the absorption peak, i.e. at 1570.0
cm−1, the 2nd order phase remains positive with Δ𝜑2 > 0 (blue squares) while the 3rd order
shows negative contrast and Δ𝜑3 < 0 (red circles).
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Figure 3.4 Near-field phase reversal. (a) Schematic of the influence of the Au substrate
on phase reversal as proposed by Kim38. (b) The line profile of the P4VP thin film for
topography (right y-axis) and the phase contrast in the 2nd and 3rd order demodulation
measured at 𝜆 = 1570.0 cm-1. The vertical grey dash line indicates the starting position
of the P4VP thin film and the horizontal greay dash line is the guide for ∆𝜑𝑚 = 0.

This reversed phase in the higher order could not be considered an artifact because the
measurements from 1570.0 cm−1 to 1620.0 cm−1 were repeated with the same AFM tips
and optical alignments at the same position as shown in Figure 3.4 (b) for the 2nd and 3rd
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order demodulation. The 2nd order demodulation depicts a positive phase contrast, while
the 3rd order indicates a negative phase contrast which is maximized at ~30 nm P4VP film
thickness. The phenomenon of phase reversal takes place while measuring out of resonance
absorption at both higher and lower frequencies. Brehm29 and co-workers also reported this
phase reversal for PMMA spheres on Au substrates. The model proposed by Kim38
attributes an addition dipole coupling by the tip dipole and tip-induced imaging dipole on
the highly metallic Au substrate as schematically shown in Figure 3.4 (a). But this model
applies to thin film thicknesses smaller than the AFM tip radius and fails to explain the
observed phase reversal in thicker films.
An intuitive picture of the effective polarizability that could explain the phase reversal
is shown in Figure 3.5. The total effective polarizability of thin film on the metal substrate,
𝛼𝑡 , can be separated into three components:39 (1) the polarizability of semi-infinite halfspace of the film, 𝛼𝐹 ; (2) the polarizability due to a semi-infinite half-space metal substrate
′
offset by a distance, 𝛼𝑀
; (3) the polarizability due to the semi-infinite half-space of the film

also offset by the same distance 𝛼𝐹′ , such that
′
𝛼𝑡 = 𝛼𝐹 + 𝛼𝑀
− 𝛼𝐹′ .

(3.3)

The first term can be calculated for the given the material structure using the finite dipole
model.24 However, competition between the second and third terms can potentially give
rise to the observed phase reversal for the higher order demodulation. The details of this
explanation require further development and modeling.
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Figure 3.5 Schematic of the effective polarizibility of polymeric film on the metal
substrate. 𝛼𝑡 is the total effective polarizibility. 𝛼𝐹 is the assumption of the material
′
structure using the finite dipole model. 𝛼𝑀
and 𝛼𝐹′ are the polarizibility of semi-infinite
half space of metal substrate and film, respectively, due to offset distance 𝑑.

3.4. Limitations of near-field spectroscopy for weak-coupling materials
3.4.1. Near-field restriction by phase contrast reversal
For strong coupling between the AFM tip-dipole and the sample such as graphene and
2D materials, s-SNOM gives monolayer sensitivity due to the strong induced image dipoles
on the sample surface. However, for materials like P4VP exhibiting weak tip-sample
coupling, the phase contrast should depend primarily on the type and amount of material
generating the tip-induced sample dipole. When the sample dipole is weak, phase contrast
reversal occurs for ultra-thin layers even when the excitation wavelength is at the
vibrational mode peak. This kind of phase reversal is described by Kim’s model.38 We show
the line profile of P4VP topography as well as the corresponding near-field amplitude and
phase at 1597.5 cm−1 excitation wavenumber in Figure 3.6 for the region where the highest
positive phase contrasts appear. In the topographic scan shown in Figure 3.6 (a), the Au
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substrate shows small grains with a surface roughness of ~2.2 nm. The edge of P4VP thin
film is smooth with a slope angle of ~3 degrees.

Figure 3.6 Line profiles of the AFM topography and near-field images at 1597.5 cm−1.
(a) The line profile of the P4VP thin film is taken along the black dash line in the insert
of AFM topography where the scale bar is 500 nm. (b) The line profile of the normalized
near-field amplitude in 2nd (red) and 3rd (light red) demodulation orders. (c) The line
profile of the phase difference in 2nd (blue) and 3rd (light blue) demodulation orders.
Light yellow highlights the phase reversal region.

The near-field signals vary with the thickness of P4VP thin film as shown in Figure
3.6 (b) and (c). For thicker regions, the near-field amplitude and phase signals saturate and
the s-SNOM signal originates solely from the P4VP without the influence of substrate. The
coupling of the tip-dipole and induced sample dipole dominates the near-field back
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scattered light. The normalized amplitude in the 2nd and 3rd order of demodulation saturate
at 𝑆̂2 = 0.356 ± 0.003 and 𝑆̂3 = 0.190 ± 0.004, respectively and Δ𝜑2 = 0.269 ± 0.014
and Δ𝜑3 = 0.225 ± 0.023 radians for the phase difference. Here, we defined the
normalized amplitude contrast as following
Δ𝑆𝑚 = 1 − 𝑆̂𝑚 .

(3.4)

Therefore, the saturated amplitude contrasts are Δ𝑆2 = 0.644 and Δ𝑆3 = 0.810 . The
higher order demodulation provides better amplitude contrasts. We recall that the absolute
spectral contrast ∆𝐴 are comparable for the 2nd and 3rd order demodulation.
As the film thins, the amplitude signals drop while the phase signals decrease first then
increase. In the ultra-thin film region (light yellow area in Figure 3.6), the normalized
amplitudes and phase differences for the 2nd and 3rd order demodulation are similar. This is
attributed to the dominance of the tip-dipole and the Au substrate image dipole coupling.
For the thinnest P4VP region, phase contrast reversal occurs as shown in the yellow region
of Figure 3.6 (c). This phase contrast reversal is marked by the strongest tip-dipole and tipinduced substrate image dipole38 coupling where there is almost no response to the thin
P4VP. Therefore, such phase contrast reversal can be a factor restricting the vertical
sensitivity of molecular identification when using near-field spectroscopy.
3.4.2. Near-field restriction by substrate effect
Near-field spectroscopy typically make use of a known reference material with
constant spectral response for broad frequency ranges. The Au substrate is an excellent
reference material for mid-IR spectroscopy because of its spectral flatness and the
enhancement of the near-field response. However, nanocrystalline grains in the deposited
Au film reduce the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (especially apparent in the phase contrasts),
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reducing the vertical sensitivity and hence molecular recognition. As shown in Figure 3.6
(c), the phase signal on the Au film area is Δ𝜑2,Au = 0.008 ± 0.023 and Δ𝜑3,Au =
0.013 ± 0.031 in radians. For a significant near-field signal, a SNR greater than 2 is
required to distinguish between the P4VP thin film and Au substrate. We found the
minimum thickness of P4VP thin film to satisfy the condition of SNR ≥ 2 at absorption
peak wavelength is about 10 nm and 20 nm for 2nd and 3rd order of demodulation,
respectively. For P4VP thin film thicknesses of 𝑑 < 5 nm in Figure 3.6 (a) and (c), the
phase SNR is close to 1 and the signal due to the P4VP thin film and the Au substrate are
indistinguishable.
In order to further support this observation, we prepared an ultra-thin P4VP film with
4 nm thickness as shown in Figure 3.7. The normalized amplitudes contrast for this ultrathin P4VP film are reduced to Δ𝑆2 = 0.262 ± 0.022 and Δ𝑆3 = 0.363 ± 0.026 shown in
Figure 3.7 (b) and (e). From these normalized amplitude contrasts, P4VP and Au substrate
can be spatially distinguished owing to the difference in the material dielectric properties.
However, there is no phase contrast separating P4VP and Au substrate as the image
indicated in Figure 3.7 (c) and (f), eliminating spectral recognition based on phase contrast.
The overall phase contrast for the 2nd and 3rd order demodulation in the region of Au
substrate and ultra-thin P4VP film are Δφ2,Au = 0.000 ± 0.033 , Δφ2,P4VP = 0.008 ±
0.035 , Δφ3,Au = 0.000 ± 0.035 , and Δφ3,P4VP = 0.008 ± 0.039 , respectively. Hence,
the reference substrate SNR is another factor limiting molecular identification with nearfield spectroscopy.
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Figure 3.7 The s-SNOM images of an ultra-thin P4VP film. (a) The topography image
of the ultra-thin P4VP film. The scale bar is 500 nm. The s-SNOM (b) amplitude and (c)
phase images of the ultra-thin P4VP film. (d) The line profile of topography measured
along the black dash line in (a). The thickness of the ultra-thin P4VP film is ~4 nm. (e)
The line profile of normalized neaer-field amplitude for 2nd (red) and 3rd (light red)
demodulation order. (f) The line profile of phase difference for 2nd (blue) and 3rd (light
blue) demodulation order. It is indistinguishable between the ultra-thin P4VP film and
the Au substrate.

3.4.3. Examination of Near-field restriction with P4VP nanoparticles
We further explore limitations of near-field spectroscopy by examining P4VP
nanoparticles. P4VP is readily soluble in isopropanol (IPA). Upon dipping a previously
deposited P4VP thin film into IPA for 1 second, P4VP nanoparticles and an ultra-thin P4VP
film were self-assembled. The ultra-thin P4VP film was lightly scratched to reveal the Au
substrate serving as the near-field spectra reference. The resulting P4VP nanoparticles and
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Figure 3.8 The s-SNOM images of P4VP nanoparticles. (a) The topography image of
the P4VP nano-particles on a P4VP thin film and the Au substrate. The scale bar is 400
nm. The height of particles A and B are 20 nm and 10 nm, respectively. The P4VP thin
film in the area of the green square is 5 nm thick. (b) The normalized s-SNOM amplitude
and phase images of the P4VP nanoparticles for 2nd and 3rd demodulation order at 1600
cm−1. The spectra of the normalized s-SNOM amplitude (c) and phase difference (d) for
P4VP thin film (black square), nano-particles A (red circle) and B (blue triangle). The
solid and open symbol are for 2nd and 3rd demodulation order, respectively.

P4VP ultra-thin film are shown in Figure 3.8 (a). The P4VP thin film in the green square
is about 5 nm thick. The height at particles A and B are 20 and 10 nm, respectively. Their
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near-field images are shown in Figure 3.8 (b) at wavenumber 1600 cm-1. We followed the
process described in Section 3.3.2 to obtain the near-field spectra from 1580 cm-1 to 1625
cm-1. The amplitude and phase spectra were normalized to the Au substrate as plotted in
Figure 3.8 (c) and (d). The absolute spectral amplitude contrast (Δ𝐴𝑚 ) and the phase
spectral contrast for the 5 nm ultra-thin P4VP film are essentially indistinguishable from
the noise level which is consistent with the results in the Section 3.4.2. However, the
spectral properties of particles A and B can be determined. The spectral contrast is only
distinguishable for the 2nd order as the 3rd order is buried in the noise level. The peak phase
contrast is shifted to 1600 cm-1. While this may be attributed to the effect of AFM tips and
the surface strain on the P4VP nanoparticles, further experiments are needed to fully
understand the origin of this small spectral shift.

3.5. Parameter-free measurement of the dielectric constant by s-SNOM
3.5.1. The model of parameter-free dielectric constant
Elastic-scattering of light from the dipole-dipole interaction between the end of AFM
tip and the sample has been explored via the single dipole model23 and the finite dipole
model.24 Using these models, the localized dielectric constant and refractive index of the
material were extracted19, 32 by comparing the measured s-SNOM amplitude and phase
contrast with a known reference substrate and incorporating the estimated shape and radius
of AFM tip. These estimated parameters introduce uncertainties in extracting material
dielectric properties.
Here, we derive a parameter-free methodology to measure the dielectric constant of
very thin films. The normalized near-field complex contrast 𝜂 can be expressed using the
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normalized amplitude (𝑆̂) and phase (Δ𝜑) contrast as 𝜂 = 𝑆̂ exp(𝑖Δ𝜑). Following Mastel,32
the normalized complex contrast 𝜂 of near-field images for single layer structures as shown
in Figure 3.9 are given by
𝜂(𝜔) ≈

𝛽(𝜔)
,
𝛽𝑠𝑢𝑏

(3.5)

where 𝛽 and 𝛽𝑠𝑢𝑏 are quasi-static near-field reflection coefficient of the thin film and
substrate, respectively. For thin films, the reflection coefficient 𝛽 is written as
𝛽≈

𝛽12 + 𝛽23 𝑒 −2𝑞𝑑
,
1 + 𝛽12 𝛽23 𝑒 −2𝑞𝑑

(3.6)

where 𝑑 is the thickness of the thin film, 𝑞 is in-plane scattered photon momentum. The
quasi-static near-field reflection coefficient is defined by
𝛽𝑖𝑗 =

𝜀𝑗 − 𝜀𝑖
,
𝜀𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖

(3.7)

′
′′
where 𝜀𝑖,𝑗 = 𝜀𝑖,𝑗
+ 𝑖𝜀𝑖,𝑗
are the complex dielectric constants for each layer and 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3

represent for air, thin film and substrate layers, respectively.

Figure 3.9 Schematic of the s-SNOM parameter-free methodology used for dielectric
constant measurement. 𝑑 is the thickness of the P4VP thin film. 𝜀1 , 𝜀2 and 𝜀3 , are the
complex dielectric constants of the air, P4VP and Au substrate, respectively. For air,
𝜀1 = 1. 𝛽12, 𝛽23, and 𝛽𝑠𝑢𝑏 are the quasi-static near-field reflection coefficients between
interfaces of P4VP to air, Au substrate to P4VP, and Au substrate to air.
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The complex dielectric constant of air is 𝜀1 = 1. The in-plane scattered photon
momentum 𝑞 is inversely proportional40 to the radius of the AFM tip 𝑅, i.e. 𝑞~ 1⁄𝑅 due
to the broad scattering spectrum from the AFM tip. In our experiment, the radius of the
AFM tip 𝑅 is ~25 nm. We used a highly reflective Au film substrate so the reflection
coefficient for the substrate 𝛽𝑠𝑢𝑏 and for the substrate to sample 𝛽23 are approximately
equal to 1. Hence, the normalized near-field contrast becomes 𝜂~𝛽.
For an ultra-thin film such that 𝑞𝑑 ≪ 1, the normalized complex contrast can then be
written as
𝜂(𝜔) ≈ 1 −

2𝑞𝑑
,
𝜀

(3.8)

where 𝜀 is the complex dielectric constant of the thin film material.
Following Equation (3.8), the complex near-field contrast can be then divided into as the
normalized amplitude 𝑆̂ and phase contrast Δ𝜑 given by
𝑆̂ ≈ 1 − 𝛼𝑑,

(3.9)

Δ𝜑 ≈ 𝛾𝛼𝑑,

(3.10)
2

where 𝛼 is the normalized amplitude decay rate defined as 𝛼 = 2𝑞𝜀′⁄(𝜀 ′ + 𝜀 ′ ′2 ), and 𝛾
is the ratio of the imaginary part (𝜀′′) and real part (𝜀′) of the dielectric constant of the
polymer layer given by 𝛾 = 𝜀′′⁄𝜀′ . In addition, we define the normalized amplitude
contrast as Δ𝑆 ≡ 1 − 𝑆̂. The parameter 𝛾 also represents the ratio of the s-SNOM phase
contrast and normalized amplitude contrast of s-SNOM:
𝛾=

𝜀′′ Δ𝜑
=
.
𝜀′ Δ𝑆

(3.11)

For a layer of sufficient thickness, the condition 𝑞𝑑 ≫ 1 eventually holds, and the
normalized complex contrast 𝜂 is then given by
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𝜂=

ε−1
.
ε+1

(3.12)

Thus, the normalized complex contrast 𝜂 is thickness independent and therefore, the
normalized amplitude and phase contrasts depend only on the dielectric properties of the
material. This thick layer constant phase contrast ΔΦ, is given by
2𝜀 ′′
ΔΦ = ′2
𝜀 + 𝜀 ′′2 − 1

(3.13)

By solving Equation (3.11) and (3.13), we obtain the complex dielectric constant of the
thin film materials as,

𝜀′ =

𝛾 + √(1 + ΔΦ2 )(1 + 𝛾 2 ) − 1
ΔΦ(1 + 𝛾 2 )
𝜀′′ = 𝛾𝜀′

(3.14)
(3.15)

The complex dielectric constant is expressed in terms of the normalized amplitude and
phase contrasts for ultra-thin films in Equation (3.14) and Equation (3.15). This parameterfree methodology simply manipulates the normalized near-field contrasts of s-SNOM
measurement to characterize the dielectric properties of ultra-thin films over broadband
frequencies.
3.5.2. The s-SNOM measurement of dielectric constant in ultra-thin P4VP film
From the proposed parameter-free methodology using s-SNOM, we can measure the
dielectric constant of very thin film with a thickness gradient. The complex dielectric
constant (𝜀 = 𝜀 ′ + 𝑖𝜀′′) of the thin film material is extracted from the normalized amplitude
and phase contrasts as derived in Equation (3.14) and Equation (3.15). For the film
thickness 𝑑 smaller than the AFM tip radius (~25 nm), both the normalized amplitude
contrasts ∆𝑆 and phase contrasts ∆𝜑 are linearly depended on the film thickness. It is
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recalled that the normalized amplitude 𝑆̂ and phase contrasts ∆𝜑 in the ultra-thin film area
are affected by contrast reversals and Au substrates with poor SNR. The dielectric
properties have to be extracted by thickness-dependent near-field contrast measurements
using the process described by Figure 3.10. This methodology also assumes a layered
structure with a high refractive index substrate. The different demodulation orders for nearfield signals can detect different depths below the sample surface.39 For films with weak
tip-sample coupling, such as P4VP thin film, the 3rd order demodulation signals originate
more closely to the surface of the P4VP thin film than the 2nd order. Hence, we use 2nd
order demodulation to verify this parameter-free model.
In Figure 3.10 (a) and (b), the light blue and light red points are values at each pixel
of normalized amplitude and phase contrasts, respectively as function of P4VP film
thickness. We averaged these data within 2 nm intervals shown as blue and red squares to
reduce the thickness uncertainty due to the Au surface roughness (~2.2 nm). We identify
four regions in these thickness-dependent near-field signals. In the region I, 𝑑 < 10 nm,
Au substrate affects the near-field signals via the domination of tip-dipole and imaging
dipole interaction. The normalized amplitude is enhanced (blue arrow) by substrate while
the phase contrast is suppressed (red arrow). The substrate effects can influence the
amplitude and phase nonlinearly so that the linear fitting is inadequate. In the region II,
10 nm < 𝑑 < 25 nm , both normalized amplitudes and phase contrasts are linearly
depended on the thin film thickness. The linear fitting is shown as a solid line giving the
normalized amplitude in the format of 𝑆̂ = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑑 as well as the phase contrast in the
form of ∆𝜑 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 𝑑, where 𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , 𝑏0 , and 𝑏1 are fitting coefficients. To exclude the
substrate effects, we renormalized the amplitude and shifted the phase contrasts to satisfy
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Figure 3.10 The height distribution of near-field amplitude and phase signals. The height
distribution of near-field (a) amplitude (light blue points) and (b) phase difference (light
red points) for 2nd demodulation order. The blue and red squares are the average values
in the 2 nm intervals. The black dash lines seperate the regions of substrate effects, P4VP
saturations, and the linear response region.

Equation (3.9) and (3.10). Therefore, Δ𝑆 and Δ𝜑 of the ultra-thin P4VP film could be
extracted directly to obtain the contrast ratio 𝛾. In region III, 25 nm < 𝑑 < ~65 nm, the
parameter-free model is not applicable because the requirement of 𝑞𝑑 ≪ 1 is not met, even
though the near-field complex contrasts are linearly varying. In the region IV, 𝑑 >
~65 nm , the near-field signals are saturated because of the domination of tip-induced
particle dipole response. By averaging the saturated phases, we obtained the saturated
phase contrast ΔΦ . Inserting contrasts ratio and saturated phase contrast into Equation
(3.14) and Equation (3.15), we obtained the complex dielectric constants of ultra-thin film.
In Figure 3.11, the calculated complex dielectric constants as well as the complex
refractive indexes are shown as function of wavelength. The real part of dielectric constant
has a Lorentzian derivative-like shape and reflects the trend shown in Figure 3.3 (b). The
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imaginary part of dielectric constant represents the loss of the P4VP thin film and there is
a peak at 1597.5 cm−1 which is consistent with the near-field spectrum in Figure 3.3 (b).
According to the calculation of this parameter-free model, the dielectric constant of P4VP
at the aromatic quadrant C=C stretching vibration mode at 1597.5 cm−1 is given by 𝜀 ′ =
2.4 ± 0.2 and 𝜀 ′′ = 0.6 ± 0.1 . Using this complex dielectric constant, we calculated
refractive index (𝑛𝑃4𝑉𝑃 ) and extinction coefficient (𝑘𝑃4𝑉𝑃 ) for ultra-thin P4VP thin film as
𝑛𝑃4𝑉𝑃 = 1.54 and 𝑘𝑃4𝑉𝑃 = 0.20, respectively. The refractive index agrees with a previous
literature report41 of 𝑛𝑃4𝑉𝑃 = 1.6.

Figure 3.11 The dielectric function of a P4VP thin film. (a) Real part and (b) imaginary
part of the dielectric constant plotted on the left y-axis. The calculated the refractive
index (𝑛) and extinction coeifficient (𝑘) are plotted on the right y-axis. The dielectric
constant data are obtained from 2nd demodulation order.
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3.6. Conclusion
In this work, we have characterized the spectral properties of P4VP films in the region
of the aromatic quadrant C=C stretching vibrational mode using near-field spectroscopy.
We explored the limitations of s-SNOM spectroscopy in identifying molecules owing to
substrate effects giving rise to reversed phase contrast and poor SNRs. Phase contrast
reversals, occurring for the ultra-thin films, can be explained by the interactions and tradeoffs among the tip-dipole, sample-dipole and tip-induced image dipole responses.
However, the phase contrast reversal observed at off-resonance needs further research.
Moreover, the SNRs owing to the Au substrate grains also influence the observation of
phase contrast for the ultra-thin P4VP film thickness thinner than 5 nm. Finally, we have
proposed a parameter-free methodology to measure the dielectric constant of materials by
analyzing the thickness-dependent s-SNOM amplitude and phase contrast. The dielectric
constant of P4VP at the C=C stretching vibrational mode was experimentally determined
to be 𝜀 ′ = 2.4 ± 0.2 and 𝜀 ′′ = 0.6 ± 0.1 . This parameter-free methodology allows the
study of the fundamental optical properties of ultra-thin film materials over terahertz to
visible frequencies using s-SNOM techniques.
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4. Nano-FITR spectroscopy of ISBT in single plasmonic
nanoantenna regime2

4.1. Introduction
The intersubband (ISB) transition1 is the transition of electrons between the ground
and the excited subband states in a doped semiconductor quantum well (QW). ISB
transitions are of increasing interest because of their role in a variety of devices, including
quantum cascade lasers2-4 and photo detectors,5-7 across a wide range of wavelengths from
the far- to near-infrared (IR).8 Interesting quantum phenomena are revealed when the ISB
electronic excitation forms a coherent superposition with the photon field, known as ISB
polaritons,9-12 which can be exploited in practical devices13 such as reconfigurable and nonlinear metasurfaces14, 15 and polariton light emitters.16, 17 One of the attractive properties of
the ISB polaritons is that the light-matter coupling strength is higher than in interband
polaritons (exciton-polariton). This is a relatively unexplored regime of ultra-strong
coupling.18,

19

Like polaritons involving other matter excitations, e.g. phonons and

molecular and semiconductor excitons,12 ISB polaritons have been predicted to display
common polariton effects governed by quantum electrodynamics,20, 21 including boson
behavior, polariton condensation and low threshold polariton lasing.22 However, these
effects have not been reported yet for ISB polaritons, and proposed theoretical
frameworks22, 23 still need experimental verification.

2

This chapter previously appeared as Chih-Feng Wang; Terefe G. Habteyes; Ting Shan Luk; John F. Klem;
Igal Brener; Hou-Tong Chen; Oleg Mitrofanov, “Observation of Intersubband Polaritons in a Single
Nanoantenna Using Nano-FTIR Spectroscopy”. Nano Lett. 2019, 19, 4620-4626.
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The challenge of these effects is that ISB polaritons have to be confined within a
subwavelength volume, such as mode of a nanoantenna, and it is difficult to investigate
ISB polaritons experimentally in a single nanoantenna. In fact, the observation of ISB
polaritons using single nanoantenna has not yet been reported. The smallest number of
nanoantennae reported producing a detectable ISB polariton signature is sixteen.24 As
mentioned in Chapter 3, near-field microscopy enabled direct investigation of nano-scale
systems, including quantum dots,25 nanowires

26

, monolayer materials,

27

and single

nanoantenna.28-32 Near-field measurements have also been exploited for spectroscopy of
other matter polaritons,33-37 including the spatial distribution of phonon-polariton modes
observed with nanoantennae.36, 37
In this Chapter, the technique of nanoscale Fourier-transform infrared (nano-FTIR)
spectroscopy was integrated in a scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscope (sSNOM) for studying ISB polaritons in the single nanoantenna regime. More details about
the nano-FTIR were discussed in Chapter 1. We analyze evanescent fields on the surface
of a nanoantenna fabricated on top of a stack of QWs. The nanoantenna resonance was
found to split into upper and lower polaritons (UP and LP) modes, showing the strong
coupling of the ISB transition (ISBT) in the QWs. The dipolar resonance of the
nanoantenna was tuned to across the ISB transition by varying sizes to map the anticrossing
modes. In addition to revealing the polariton energy splitting, the FTIR analysis of the
evanescent fields allowed measurement of the frequency dependent phase for the two
polariton modes.
The Nano-FTIR spectroscopy opens doors to investigations of ISB polariton physics
in the single nanoantenna regime. Furthermore, it makes a step toward the goal of achieving
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the regime of small number of excitations, in which the ISB polaritons were predicted to
exhibit bosonic behavior and condensation.22 Additionally, direct measurement of the
optical phase of the nanoantenna-ISB coupled system may assist in development of
practical applications, such as nonlinear ISB metasurfaces where engineering and
controlling the local phase is essential for metasurface operation.

4.2. Experimental methods
4.2.1. Design and fabrication of quantum well heterostructure
The In0.53Ga0.47As/Al0.48In0.52As heterostructure system was grown by molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) on a lattice matched InP substrate. The width of the QW defines the ISB
transition energy as shown in Figure 4.1. We fabricated two QW stacks with different
widths (9.5 nm and 12.5 nm) to change ISB transitions. The QWs were separated by 20 nm
thick Al0.48In0.52As barriers, and the stacks are capped with a 30 nm thick Al0.48In0.52As
layers as shown in Figure 4.1 (a). The 9.5 nm QW stacked 22 QWs while the 12.5 nm QW
stacked 20 QWs, so that the total thickness of the stacked QWs is ~650 nm in both cases.
In order to have the ground QW level populated with electrons, the InGaAs QWs were
uniformly doped at the level of 1.25 x 1012 cm-2. Energy band structure for the
InGaAs/AlInAs QWs, and the corresponding electronic wavefunction as well as the ISB
transitions were evaluated using Schrödinger-Poisson equations (Nextnano GmbH) as
shown in Figure 4.1 (c) and (d). The ISB transition was calculated to be 1083 cm-1 (134
meV) and 736 cm-1 (91 meV) for the 9.5 nm and 12.5 nm QWs, respectively. The ISB
transition frequencies were determined experimentally using the waveguide configuration
and a Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.1 In0.53Ga0.47As/Al0.48In0.52As heterostructures. (a) Conduction band energy
diagram showing top In0.53Ga0.47As QWs with Al0.48In0.52As barriers (20 nm) and a 30
nm Al0.48In0.52As cap layer. Red dashed lines indicate energy levels of the QW states. (b)
Experimental absorption spectra of two stacked QWs, 12.5 nm wide (black) and 9.5 nm
wide (red), reveal ISB absorption spectra. ISB absorption (𝐴) was calculated from
experimentally measured transmitted light intensity for TM-/TE-polarized beams as 𝐴 =
1 − (𝑇𝑇𝑀 ⁄𝑇𝑇𝐸 ) . Theoretical simulation of conduction band diagrams and electron
probability distribution functions for (c) 9.5 nm and (d) 12.5 nm QWs. The ground and
the first excited states, and the Fermi level are marked by green, red and black dashed
lines, respectively. The ISBT is shown by the red arrows. Reprinted with permission
from Nano Lett. 2019, 19, 7, 4620-4626. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.

By analyzing transmission properties of both structures, the ratio of the TM- to the TEpolarized light allows us to identify the ISB transition frequency. As shown in Figure 4.1
(b), the absorption peak for 9.5 nm and 12.5 nm QWs are at wavenumber 1150 cm-1 and
815 cm-1, respectively. The absorption bandwidths for both QWs are about 100 cm-1 to 150
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cm-1. The ISBT frequency for the 9.5 nm QWs samples is aligned with the photon energy
of the IR pulses (~850-1250 cm-1), while the ISBT energy for the 12.5 nm QWs sample
lies below it. We use the 12.5 nm QWs as a reference since it displays equivalent properties
to the 9.5 nm QWs sample but the resonant frequency of the ISB transition.
4.2.2. Design and fabrication of nanoantennae
To investigate ISB polaritons in the single nanoantenna regime, the geometry of
nanoantenna has to satisfy the requirement of the ISB transition selection rule and provide
strong optical field confined in a small volume for the strong light-matter coupling.12 Some
special microcavities had been designed for observing ISB polaritons.9,

10

However,

subwavelength plasmonic resonators,18, 19, 37, 38 such as dogbone-shaped nanoantennae,
have a better approach. The metallic patches were fabricated on the surface of a QW sample
naturally providing the required electric field component (perpendicular to QW plane) to
satisfy the selection rule and the resonant field enhancement in the subwavelength volume.
In addition, the nanoantenna geometry must be compatible with near-field probing.
While s-SNOM measurement has demonstrated remarkable capabilities for planar antenna
probing,28-33 the application of s-SNOM for probing ISB polaritons has not yet been
reported. The challenge of probing a nanoantenna mode using this surface sensitive
technique is the distributed field buried in the QWs below the surface. Recently, it has
shown that a fraction of mode energy tends to leak to the top surface for modes with
extremely strong sub-surface confinement,30, 39 suggesting the feasibility of probing ISB
polaritons. As the final consideration of nanoantenna geometry, we take into account the
near-field probe interaction with the nanoantenna, which is known to produce spectral and
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spatial artifacts.40,

41

We will discuss the degree of interaction experimentally and the

interaction of the selected nanoantenna geometry to the probe is negligible.

(a)

(b)

𝑙 = 0.95 m

𝑙 = 1.60 1.45 1.34 1.26
m m m m

(c)

𝑙 = 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20
m m m m m m m m m m m m m
Figure 4.2 SEM images of nanoantenna. (a) Schematic of a dogbone nanoantenna above
a QW stacks. (b) SEM image of nanoantenna with 𝑙 = 0.95 𝜇m. (c) The entire sample
area with seventeen nanoantennae of varied sizes 𝑙 where are indicated next the
alphabetical order. Reprinted with permission from Nano Lett. 2019, 19, 7, 4620-4626.
Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.

We fabricated nanoantenna using electron beam lithography (EBL) directly on the
surface of the AlInAs cap layer as shown in Figure 4.2 (a). Two layers of photoresist
(PMMA495A4/PMMA950A4) were used to facilitate the lift-off process. After finding an
optimal EBL dosage (450 C/cm2), antenna patterns were exposed in the photoresist and
then developed in a solution of MIBK:IPA (1:3) for 60 seconds and rinsed in IPA for 20
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seconds. We then deposited a 10 nm layer of titanium for adhesion followed by a 100 nm
thick layer of gold using electron beam metal evaporation in vacuum. After the metal
deposition, the photoresist was removed by soaking the samples in acetone. Identical
nanoantennae were fabricated on the surface of two QW samples for comparison.
Nanoantennae were described by the size parameter 𝑙 as the SEM image shown in
Figure 4.2 (b) and (c). For 𝑙 = 1 𝜇m, the width of the axial antenna bar is 125 nm and the
width of the side bars is 200 nm. This design is scaled proportionally to fabricate
nanoantennae with 𝑙 ranging from 600 nm to 1600 nm, for which the expected resonance
frequency sweeps from 1800 cm-1 to 700 cm-1, respectively. These nanoantennae were
fabricated on a small sample area in a regular grid with a small spacing of 4 m for
experiments of near-field microscopy and spectroscopy.
4.2.3. Near-field spectroscopy for ISB transition.
For near-field microscopy, we use a commercial scattering-type scanning near-field
optical microscope (Neaspec GmbH) and a commercial quantum cascade laser (QCL)
(Daylight Solutions) operating in CW regime at 1000 cm-1. The schematic of the optical
path is shown in Figure 4.3 (a). The IR beam from the QCL was passed into a Michelson
interferometer. After a beam splitter, one beam was directed toward the sample and the
other one was sent to a reference arm of the interferometer. The first beam with P
polarization was focused on the sample surface at an angle of 60 with respect to the surface
normal using an off-axis parabolic mirror. In the beam focus, a Pt-coated AFM cantilever
probe (Arrow NCPt, NanoWorld) oscillates at a frequency Ω (270 kHz) with an
amplitude of ~60 nm. The AFM tip scattered evanescent fields on the nanoantennae
surface, sending a small fraction of the nanoantennae mode energy back to the Michelson
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interferometer, where the backscattered wave was combined with the reference beam and
then focused on the IR detector using a parabolic mirror.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 Schematics of the near-field optical systems. (a) Optical system diagram of
the s-SNOM with pseudoheterodyne detection. IR radiation at 1000 cm-1 is generated by
a commercial CW QCL source. (b) Optical system diagram of the nano-FTIR
spectroscopy. Pulsed IR beam is used to record a cross-correlation interferogram by
scanning the mirror along the optical axis. Reprinted with permission from Nano Lett.
2019, 19, 7, 4620-4626. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.

For nano-FTIR spectroscopy, we use a similar s-SNOM system (Neaspec GmbH) to
perform spectroscopic analysis of the evanescent field on the nanoantennae surface as
shown in Figure 4.3 (b). This s-SNOM system is coupled with an IR broadband pulse
source (Toptica, FemtoFiber dichro midIR). To obtain spectra of the evanescent field, we
scanned the optical path of the reference arm of the Michelson interferometer, and recorded
an interferogram, i.e. the cross-correlation function of the scattered pulse and the reference
pulse. The total scanning length of the interferometer is 800 m with 6.25 cm-1 spectral
resolution which is determined by the scanning range of the interferometer. According to
the convolution theorem, Fourier transform of the interferogram represents a product of the
evanescent field spectrum from the nanoantennae and the reference pulse spectrum. The
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reference component is eliminated by normalizing the nanoantenna spectrum to a spectrum
measured on a relatively large uniform gold patch, which provides a frequency independent
response in the IR range.42 After the normalization, we obtained amplitude and phase
spectra of the scattered field.

4.3. Intersubband transition of InGaAs/AlInAs QWs
4.3.1. Numerical modelling of the nanoantenna resonance
To estimate resonance properties of the dogbone nanoantenna, the electromagnetic
fields in the nanoantenna vicinity was simulated using plane wave excitation at an angle of
60 with respect to the surface normal, as the experimental near-field microscopy system
shown in Figure 4.3 (a). For evaluating the resonance properties of the nanoantenna, a
lossless substrate with a constant refractive index of 𝑛 = 3.2 was assumed. The
commercial finite difference time-domain (FDTD) solver (Lumerical) was used in the
simulation as shown in Figure 4.4. We simulated a nanoantenna with size 𝑙 = 0.95 𝜇m.
The FDTD simulation structures is displayed in Figure 4.4 (a). We calculate the total
scattered power spectrum as shown in Figure 4.4 (b) indicating the scattering efficiency
exhibits a resonance peak at 1000 cm-1 (𝜆 = 10 𝜇m). To identify nature of this nanoantenna
resonance, we monitored the electric field distribution above and below the nanoantenna
in the sample plane (xy-plane), and in the plane of incidence (xz-plane) at the resonance
frequency as plotted in Figure 4.4 (c). Below the nanoantenna (at a depth of 50 nm under
the substrate surface), the electric field distribution displays a dipolar field pattern
corresponding to the fundamental mode of the nanoantenna. The field distribution is antisymmetric in the substrate with a zero field at the center of the nanoantenna while Figure
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4.4 (c) shows the map of ȁ𝐸ȁ which is symmetric for clarity. The electric field distribution
on the nanoantenna surface also indicates a similar dipolar pattern, however it is slightly
asymmetric. The asymmetry on the nanoantenna is due to the superimposed incident field
with its phase varying along the x-axis. We also noted that in the case of normal incidence,
the simulated field distributions 𝐸𝑥 and 𝐸𝑧 above and below the surface are perfectly antisymmetric at 𝜆 = 10 𝜇m

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 4.4 Numerical simulation of the dipolar resonance in the dogbone nanoantenna. (a)
Schematic diagrams of the simulated structure with the incident plane wave indicated by the red
arrow showing the k-vector direction and the E-field polarization. (b) Spectrum of the scattered
intensity for the dogbone nanoantenna with 𝑙 = 0.95 𝜇m . (c) Maps of the electric field
magnitude ȁ𝐸ȁ in the xy-plane for 50 nm above the top nanoantenna surface and 50 nm below
the bottom nanoantenna surface, and in the plane of incidence (xz-plane) marked by the dashed
black line in (a). Reprinted with permission from Nano Lett. 2019, 19, 7, 4620-4626.

Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.
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4.3.2. Near-field microscopy of nanoantennae
It was demonstrated previously that dogbone nanoantennae array exhibit polariton
formation when coupled to a stack of QWs.38 Such a nanoantenna geometry produces
enhanced fields underneath the surface with the electric field orientated perpendicular to
the QW plane for ISB excitation. The nanoantenna size 𝑙 required for the dipolar resonance
at 1000 cm-1 is approximately 1 m, and the corresponding mode is distributed within a
depth of half antenna size ~0.5𝑙,38 sufficiently deep to interact with a stack of ~20 QWs.
For the ISB system, doped In0.53Ga0.47As QWs separated by Al0.48In0.52As barriers was
selected with ~650 nm thick QW stacks, so that the nanoantenna mode is distributed
entirely within the QWs to increase the interaction of the mode with the ISB transition. The
width of the QWs allows us to change the ISB transition energy. We used the width of 9.5
and 12.5 nm QWs such that experimentally determined ISB transition at 1150 cm-1 for 9.5
nm QWs aligned with the center frequency of the mid-IR pulse source (covering from 850
cm-1 to 1250 cm-1) and the other at 815 cm-1 (12.5 nm QWs) below the pulse photon energy.
To access the evanescent fields on the nanoantenna surface, the nanoantenna was
excited by a P-polarized CW IR source focused at AFM tip at 60 relative to the surface
normal with the nanoantenna axis oriented in the plane of incidence as shown in Figure 4.5
(a). The AFM tip scatters a small fraction of the evanescent field from the nanoantenna into
far-field propagating waves. The scattered waves are collected with a parabolic mirror, and
we extract the near-field spatial distribution from the total scattered waves by
pseudoheterodyne detection43 at higher order of harmonics.
First, we explicitly describe the relationship between the detected near-field signals
and the nanoantennae fields. The intensity of the backscattered beam combined with the
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(a)

(b)

𝑙 = 0.95 𝜇m

(c)

𝑙 = 1.60 𝜇m

Figure 4.5 s-SNOM images of two dogbone nanoantennae. (a) Schematic diagram of
the experimental setup with black arrows marking position of the s-SNOM probe on the
front (F) and back (B) bars. s-SNOM images at 𝜆 = 10 𝜇𝑚 for (b) 𝑙 = 0.95 𝜇𝑚
nanoantenna in the resonance with the illumination wavelength, and (c) 𝑙 = 1.60 𝜇𝑚
nanoantenna with the dipolar resonance at a lower frequency (~650 cm-1) on the 12.5 nm
QWs. Maps show topography and scattered field amplitude at the second (O2A), third
(O3A) and the fourth harmonic (O4A), respectively. Amplitude maps for each harmonic
are normalized to the maximum amplitude measured for the resonant antenna at that
harmonic. The maximum amplitudes for the third and fourth harmonic relative to the
second harmonic are 0.55 and 0.13, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Nano
Lett. 2019, 19, 7, 4620-4626. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.
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reference beam on the detector is expressed according to the superposition principle:
2

𝐼 = ȁ𝐸𝑠 ȁ2 + |𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 | + 2𝐸𝑠 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 cos 𝜑,

(4.1)

where 𝐸𝑠 , 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 , and 𝜑 are the electric field of the scattered wave, the electric field of the
reference wave and their relative phase, respectively. The last term in Equation 4.1 is
proportional to the electric field amplitude of the scattered wave. Moreover, it also depends
on the relative phase of the scattered wave 𝜑, which is controlled by the mirror position in
the reference arm of the interferometer. Therefore, both the amplitude and the phase of the
scattered wave can be measured by varying the optical path in the reference arm of the
interferometer.
The total scattered wave contains several contributions, i.e. the scattering from the
evanescent nanoantennae field, the entire sample, and the AFM tip. To separate the
evanescent fields from each other, we use the pseudoheterodyne detection method and
demodulate signals in a side band frequency (~304 Hz) of the higher order harmonics of
the tip vibration frequency W. It has been shown that the amplitude of the demodulated
signal in pseudoheterodyne detection is proportional to the scattered evanescent field 𝐸𝑠
and its phase is directly related to the phase of the scattered field 𝜑. It is noted that even in
the case of the non-resonant nanoantennae, there is a scattered wave received by the
detector. The scattered light originates from the evanescent field of the tip, which is
modulated by the sample surface underneath the tip, and thus it carries information about
the dielectric properties of the material in the immediate vicinity of the AFM tip.42
Therefore, in the absence of resonant excitation, the scattered signal map is expected to
display a contrast between metallic and semiconductor surfaces. For example, the
amplitude of the scattered signal obtained when the AFM tip is positioned above the
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semiconductor surface is ~0.4 in comparison to the scattered signal amplitude when the
AFM tip is positioned above the metallic nanoantennae surface. This value is consistent
with previous studies of the metallic nanoantennae on a semiconductor surface in the IR
region.42 The scattering efficiency for the gold and the semiconductor surfaces are
approximately constant over the frequency range of the IR source while the amplitude for
the Au surface is approximately twice as high compared to the semiconductor surface,
consistent with the Fresnel reflection coefficients.42
In Figure 4.5, we described the difference between the resonant and non-resonant
nanoantennae by comparing near-field images of two nanoantennae of different sizes sideby-side. To avoid ISB excitation, the 12.5 nm QWs was applied in these experiments, so
that the ISB transition (𝜆 = 815 cm-1) is not in resonance with the IR photons. For the
nanoantenna with size 𝑙 = 1.60 𝜇m (see Figure 4.5 (c)), the resonance frequency shifts
below the frequency of the IR excitation. Therefore, there is no significant difference in the
field amplitude at the front and the back bars, and the near-field image displays primarily
the material contrast. For the other nanoantenna with size 𝑙 = 0.95 𝜇m (see Figure 4.5 (b)),
the fundamental dipolar resonates at ~1000 cm-1. The evanescent field of the nanoantenna
is superimposed as shown in the near-field image, describing different field amplitudes at
the front and the back bar of the nanoantenna, indicating the excitation of the dipolar
mode.32 Therefore, the s-SNOM images reflect properties of the dipolar mode, despite the
fact that the mode is distributed primarily in the QW region.
4.3.3. Near-field coupling of nanoantennae and AFM probes
Interaction of the AFM tip with the nanoantenna is known to cause near-field imaging
artifacts as well as changes in the resonance frequency of the nanoantenna.31,
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33, 40

Depending on the strength of probe-nanoantenna interaction, two regimes are commonly
defined40 as strong and weak interaction. For strong interaction, the AFM tip causes the
nanoantenna frequency response and the spatial mode to deviate significantly from that of
an isolated nanoantenna. For weak interaction, the experimentally measured nanoantenna
frequency response and spatial mode distribution closely describe properties of the isolated
nanoantenna.40 Therefore, we evaluate the interaction strength between the AFM tip and
the nanoantenna below, and provide experimental evidence that it is in the region of weak
interaction in our experiments.
First, we consider near-field images in Figure 4.5 (b) and (c) for the nanoantennae with
and without resonant excitation. To facilitate comparison, the scattered field images in
Figure 4.6 using the same color scale, normalized to the average intensity detected on the
surface of the non-resonant nanoantenna. The average intensity is represented by the white
color in the color scale. For the resonant nanoantenna shown in Figure 4.6 (a), the field
distribution is not uniform where the back bar is bright red and the front bar is blue. A line
scan along the nanoantenna axis shows the corresponding amplitude in Figure 4.6 (c). In
contrast, the non-resonant nanoantenna shows a much more uniform signal throughout the
metallic surface in Figure 4.6 (b): the color of the nanoantenna in the image is
predominantly white with exception of few places with shades of blue and red. As
expected, non-resonant nanoantenna does not support a resonance at 1000 cm-1, and
therefore there is no resonant field on the surface, and only the material contribution is
detected. A line scan along the nanoantenna axis in Figure 4.6 (d) shows a top-hat profile,
corresponding to the material contrast, which we approximate with a black dashed line in
the plot. We overlay a similar top-hap profile on the resonant nanoantenna line scan in
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6 Analysis of s-SNOM amplitude (second harmonic) images of two dogbone
nanoantenna at 𝜆 = 10 𝜇𝑚. (a) nanoantenna (𝑙 = 0.95 𝜇𝑚) in resonance with incident
light, and (b) nanoantenna (𝑙 = 1.60 𝜇𝑚) with the dipolar resonance at a lower frequency
(~650 cm-1). The color scale is the same in the two images to facilitate side-by-side
comparison. The amplitude map is normalized to the average amplitude on the surface
of the non-resonant nanoantenna. (c, d) line scans along the nanoantenna axes in (a) and
(b), respectively. The black dashed lines show non-resonant (material) contribution.
Reprinted with permission from Nano Lett. 2019, 19, 7, 4620-4626. Copyright @ 2019
American Chemical Society.

Figure 4.6 (c), the difference between the resonant and non-resonant near-field signals
becomes more apparent. The field rises at the back bar with respect to the field at the
nanoantenna center, and it decreases at the front bar. It is noted that the field at the
nanoantenna center is similar in amplitude to the average field detected on the non-resonant
nanoantenna. In addition, the near-field signal at the semiconductor surface in both profiles
is at a similar level (~0.55) with respect to the average signal on the non-resonant
nanoantenna, confirming that the quantitative side-by-side comparison of the detected
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fields for the two nanoantennae is valid. The line profile for the resonant nanoantenna (𝑙 =
0.95 𝜇m ) indicates that the resonant field distribution is anti-symmetric. Although the
dipolar field distribution is expected, the symmetry can be broken by the probenanoantenna interaction.31, 33, 40 In fact that the near-field images show the anti-symmetric
profile along the nanoantenna axis indicates that the interaction of the probe with the
nanoantenna is weak in our case.40

4.4. Nano-FTIR spectroscopy for nanoantennae
According to the theoretical FDTD simulation and experimental results of near-field
microscopy, the dogbone nanoantennae allow us to probe the ISB transition. Instead of the
near-field spectroscopy introduced in Chapter 3, we applied broadband IR pulses with
spectrum centered near 1000 cm-1 to the nanoantenna with size 𝑙 = 0.95 𝜇m on the 12.5
nm QWs and measured the evanescent fields at two positions on the antenna surface. The
scattered photons were combined with a reference IR pulse in a Michelson interferometer
and the cross-correlation interferograms were recorded in the Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride
(MCT) IR photodetector. Fourier-transform of the recorded interferograms provides the
amplitude and phase of the scattered field with spatial resolution defined by the AFM tip
(~25 nm). The reference of amplitude and phase of the scattered field on a relatively large
gold patch were also recorded for normalizing the near-field signals. The normalized nanoFTIR amplitude and phase spectra are shown in Figure 4.7.
In Figure 4.7 (a), the normalized nano-FTIR amplitude spectra were collected when
the tip was positioned at the opposite bars of the antenna. For the bar facing the IR source
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(front bar), the spectrum shows a broad dip at 1000 cm-1. In contrast, the spectrum of the
opposite bar (back bar) shows a peak around the same frequency. To study these spectra,

Figure 4.7 Nano-FTIR spectra of nanoantenna 𝑙 = 0.95 𝜇 m on 12.5 nm QWs. The
spectra of (a) normalized amplitude and (b) relative phase measured at the front/back
(blue/red) bars marked in the insets in (a) where orange arrow projects IR pulse
propagation direction. The black dashed line denotes the frequency independent AFM
tip contribution ȁ𝑆0 ȁ. (c) The extracted nanoantenna field contribution ȁ𝑆 − 𝑆0 ȁ from (a).
(d) Relative scattered field amplitude ȁ𝑆ȁ for the non-resonant nanoantenna (see Figure
4.6 (b), 𝑙 = 1.60 𝜇m), which shows no feature at 1000 cm-1. (e) Nano-FTIR spectra
represented in the complex (phasor) plane for the front/back (blue/red) bars. The Fourier
components plotted in (a) span the range between 850 cm-1 to 1268 cm-1, where the signal
to noise ratio is large than 10. (f) Schematic phasor diagram for the scattered field
illustrating superposition of the tip contribution 𝐸0 and the nanoantenna contribution
𝐸𝐴 (𝜔) that describes a circle as frequency increases. Reprinted with permission from
Nano Lett. 2019, 19, 7, 4620-4626. Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society.
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the following intuitive picture describes two main components of the scattered signal. The
first component is the scattered evanescent field of the AFM tip, which carries information
about the dielectric function of the material in the vicinity of the tip, referred as the tip
contribution 𝐸0 . The second component is the nanoantenna evanescent field 𝐸𝐴 scattered
by the tip. It is noted that only the second component carries information about the
nanoantenna resonance, while the first component carries information about the material
underneath the tip, specifically, the dielectric function of the material. These components
within the measured spectra are distinguishable using fundamental properties of the dipolar
antenna fields. These fields are both frequency and position dependent. The nanoantenna
field 𝐸𝐴 displays opposite polarity (180 out of phase) at the nanoantenna front and the
back bars near the resonance frequency. On the other hand, the tip contribution 𝐸0 is
frequency independent on the gold antenna surface (in the bandwidth of nanoantenna front
and the back bars near the resonance frequency. On the other hand, the tip contribution is
frequency independent on the gold antenna surface (in the bandwidth of the IR pulse).42
The superposition of 𝐸𝐴 and 𝐸0 produces either a resonance peak or a dip in the nano-FTIR
spectrum, depending on the phase of 𝐸𝐴 at the nanoantenna opposite bars. These spectral
features are shown in Figure 4.7 (a): the dip and the peak correspond to the resonant
nanoantenna fields, being in and out of phase with the tip contribution 𝐸0 . In contrast, the
non-resonant nanoantenna shows no peaks within the same spectral range indicating only
the spectrum of the tip contribution E0 as shown in Figure 4.7 (d).
To extract the nanoantenna contribution, the amplitude signals (𝑆) detected on the back
and the front bars are represented as the sum of the frequency independent material
contribution (𝑆0 ) and the nanoantenna resonant field 𝑆𝐴 , such that
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𝑆𝐴 = 𝑆 − 𝑆0 .

(4.2)

Assuming the material contribution 𝑆0 is a frequency independent42 of magnitude 0.52
(black dashed line in Figure 4.7 (a)), the nanoantenna contribution 𝑆𝐴 can be calculated by
Equation 4.2 for both the front and the back bars shown in Figure 4.7 (c). It is noted that
the spectral signatures of the nanoantenna field are similar regardless whether the nearfield probe is positioned on the back or the front bar. There is a small frequency shift of
~20 cm-1, but it is much smaller than the nanoantenna bandwidth (~150 cm-1) and the
resonance frequency (~1000 cm-1). In addition, the amplitude of the nanoantenna
contribution 𝑆𝐴 is ~0.175 in Figure 4.7 (c). It is sufficiently large and approximately 1/3
of the tip contribution 𝑆0 , i.e. ȁ𝐸𝐴 ȁ~0.33ȁ𝐸0 ȁ at the resonance. Hence, nano-FTIR
spectroscopy allows us to observe the resonances of the nanoantenna clearly above or
below the tip scattering 𝐸0 level directly in the standard P-polarized configuration. It is
noted that the spectral features on front and the back bars, show similar resonance
frequencies, linewidths, and amplitudes. These features further support that the near-field
probe interaction with the nanoantenna is weak,40 and the resonant properties of the
nanoantenna are not altered significantly by the AFM tip.
In addition to the field amplitude spectra, the nano-FTIR analysis provides phase
spectra which also display a distinctive resonance signature as shown in Figure 4.7 (b). A
step-like phase changes at the antenna resonance frequency. The steps are of opposite
direction for the front and the back bars. This change is consistent with the opposite
polarities of the nanoantenna field. The phase of the field is expected to vary from 0 to 𝜋
around the resonance frequency. However, the observed phase steps in Figure 4.7 (b) are
only ~0.3 rad. To explain this apparent quantitative discrepancy, we represent the
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amplitude (Figure 4.7 (a)) and phase (Figure 4.7 (b)) in the phasor diagram in Figure 4.7
(e). The phasor diagram shows each Fourier component as a vector with the length equal
to the field amplitude, and its direction defined by the phase. The Fourier components in
the phasor diagram describe two circular traces for the front (blue traces) and the back bars
(red traces). It clarifies contributions of the nanoantenna and the AFM tip. As shown in
Figure 4.7 (f), the frequency independent tip contribution 𝐸0 is a stationary vector as a
black arrow and the resonant nanoantenna field contribution 𝐸𝐴 is a rotating vector in red
arrow, which changes its direction and length with frequency near the nanoantenna
resonance. The nanoantenna contribution 𝐸𝐴 makes circular rotation as frequency sweeps
across the resonance. Due to this rotation, the phase of the nanoantenna contribution 𝐸𝐴
(red vector) is changed by 𝜋 , and amplitude increases from zero, peaks at the resonance,
and returns to zero at high frequencies. Since the resonant fields at the front bar is 𝜋 out of
phase from the phase at the back bar, the corresponding phasors originate from the same
point (𝐸0 ), describing two different anticlockwise circles, shown as blue and red traces in
Figure 4.7 (f). The phasor diagram explains the observed phase steps quantitatively
whereas the total detected field is a vector sum of 𝐸0 and 𝐸𝐴 . Therefore, the detected phase
exhibits a small step, even though the phase of 𝐸𝐴 varies by 𝜋.
Furthermore, combining the discussion in Section 4.3.3, it mentioned that (1) the
spectra of the resonant field for the front and the back bar of the nanoantenna are similar,
and (2) the nanoantenna field distribution along the nanoantenna axis is anti-symmetric
(Figure 4.6). We conclude that the probe-antenna interaction is weak for our nanoantenna
geometry, and thus the nano-FTIR analysis can be used to obtain spectroscopic signatures
of the nanoantenna without introducing significant artifacts.
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4.5. Coupling of the ISBT and plasmonic nanoantennae
4.5.1. Strong coupling of the ISBT and a single nanoantenna
In Section 4.4, we have identified the near-field signatures of the nanoantenna
resonance using nano-FTIR amplitude and phase spectra. In this section, we study the
coupling of the nanoantennae and the ISB excitation. To match the ISB transition at 1150
cm-1 to the nanoantenna dipolar resonance frequency, a size of 𝑙 = 0.85 𝜇m nanoantenna
was selected for nano-FTIR measurement. The nano-FTIR spectra were recorded for two
identical nanoantennae fabricated on two samples with different QW designs. For the ISB
transition at 815 cm-1 (12.5 nm QWs), the nanoantenna resonance is not coupled to the ISB
transition. Hence, the nano-FTIR spectrum displays a single resonance signature at ~1150
cm-1 as shown in top panels of Figure 4.8 (a) and (b). It is consistent with the nano-FTIR
results in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b). In contrast, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4.8 (a)
and (b), the same nanoantenna design fabricated on the sample with the ISB transition at
1150 cm-1 (9 nm QWs) shows two clear peaks in the amplitude spectrum, above and below
the ISB transition energy, whereas the field enhancement at the resonance frequency of the
uncoupled nanoantenna disappears entirely (Figure 4.8 (a)). The ISBT coupled
nanoantenna peak splits into two new peaks, the upper polaritons (UP) and lower polaritons
(LP), indicating polariton formation.38 This splitting is similar to the far-field splitting of
the ISB absorption band. We represent the nano-FTIR spectra of amplitude and phase in
the phasor diagram for coupling case as shown in Figure 4.8 (c). The two polariton states
show a distinctly different trace in the complex plane from the case of uncoupled
nanoantenna in Figure 4.7 (e). For the coupled nanoantennae and ISBT, the phasor
describes a trace with two complete loops indicating that the corresponding phase changes
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by 𝜋 for each of the two polariton states. Therefore, it is concluded that ISB polariton
formation in the single nanoantenna regime can be detected on the nanoantenna surface
using nano-FTIR spectroscopy. We also note that not only the amplitude of the evanescent
field, but also the phase is affected by the formation of the ISB polariton states.

Figure 4.8 Nano-FTIR spectra of coupled nanoantennae and ISBT. The (a) amplitude
and (b) phase spectra for the 𝑙 = 0.85 𝜇m nanoantenna with (red) and without (black)
coupling to the ISB transition at 1150 cm-1 (vertical dashed lines). Lower polaritons (LP)
and upper polaritons (UP) are marked by blue arrows. (c) Fourier components (from 850
cm-1 to 1268 cm-1) of the near-field signals plotted in the complex plane. Reprinted with
permission from Nano Lett. 2019, 19, 7, 4620-4626. Copyright @ 2019 American
Chemical Society.

4.5.2. Dispersion of nanoantenna-ISBT coupling
The dispersion characteristics of the nanoantenna-ISBT coupling system can be
detected in the single nanoantenna regime using nano-FTIR spectroscopy. Therefore, we
can map the coupling through the near-field amplitude and phase spectra at the same point
on the back bar by tuning the resonant frequency of the nanoantennae with size 𝑙 ranging
from 0.6 𝜇 m to 1.6 𝜇 m as the SEM image shown in Figure 4.2 (c). We recorded the
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amplitude and phase spectra at the same point on the back bar for every nanoantenna for
the two samples with ISB transition at 815 cm-1 (12.5 nm QWs) and 1150 cm-1 (9 nm QWs).
The nano-FTIR spectra for each nanoantenna are mapped in Figure 4.9 using the Fourier
frequency and the inverse antenna length (1⁄𝑙 ) as coordinates.
For 12.5 nm QWs sample, the ISB transition is at 815 cm-1 below the spectral range
of IR excitation, and only the nanoantenna resonance is shown in the amplitude and phase
spectral map in Figure 4.9 (a) and (b), respectively. The amplitude peak shifts in frequency
with the inverse antenna length practically linearly as shown in Figure 4.9 (c). The same
nanoantennae set were fabricated on the 9.5 nm QW stacks and the ISB transition is at 1150
cm-1 covered in the frequency range of IR pulse. The map of nano-FTIR amplitude and
phase spectra are shown in Figure 4.9 (d) and (e), respectively. The spectra describe a
similar behavior in the low and the high frequency ranges. However, in the region of the
ISB transition, the nanoantenna resonance vanishes and two peaks appear above the ISB
mode at 1030 cm-1 and below ISB mode at 1220 cm-1 displaying the polariton anti-crossing
behavior. It is noted that both samples exhibit increasing in scattered amplitude at ~1250
cm-1, close to the upper polariton (UP) frequency. This increase can be also seen
superimposed on the uncoupled nanoantenna and the UP peaks in Figure 4.8 (a). The
increase occurs in the spectral region where our system exhibits additional absorption, and
therefore the spectra are subject to additional noise. Although these noises add errors in
determining the UP frequency, it does not obscure the nanoantenna peak splitting. For the
phase map in Figure 4.9 (e), it exhibits a dark blue area at the frequency from 1150 cm–1 to
1200 cm–1 of the ISB transition for small non-resonant nanoantenna where the inverse size
(𝑙 −1) is from 1.4 to 1.6. It is possible that the small nanoantennae are coupled with the
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𝑓ISBT = 815 cm−1

𝑓ISBT = 1150 cm−1

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(e)

Figure 4.9 Nano-FTIR signature of ISBT splitting. For the sample with the ISB
transition at 815 cm-1 (outside the spectral range of the incident IR pulse): (a) the
scattered field amplitude map, (b) phase map, and (c) nanoantenna resonance frequencies
extracted from (a). The map is in the frequency and inverse size 𝑙 −1 coordinate. The
nanoantenna resonance frequency is approximated by the black dashed line. For the
sample with the ISB transition at 1150 cm-1 (marked by the white dashed line): (d) the
scattered field amplitude map, (e) phase map, and (f) nanoantenna resonance frequencies
extracted from (d). Reprinted with permission from Nano Lett. 2019, 19, 7, 4620-4626.
Copyright @ 2019 American Chemical Society
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incident wave to the QWs so that an ISB transition signature appeared. The phase map in
Figure 4.9 (e) suggests that small nanoantenna may extend the reach of s-SNOM below the
surface and enable spectroscopy of ISB transitions in QWs, similarly to spectroscopy of
quantum systems positioned closer to the surface.25-27, 34
We extracted LP and UP frequencies from each nanoantenna spectrum by fitting a sum
of two symmetric functions (Gaussian line-shape) and a baseline to each nanoantenna
spectrum. The LP and UP frequencies are shown in Figure 4.9 (f) on top of the dispersion
line for the uncoupled nanoantenna. The polariton splitting at the frequency of nanoantenna
resonance is ~194 cm-1. It corresponds to the Rabi frequency ratio of 0.17 indicating the
strong-coupling regime. To our knowledge, the ISB transitions in such QWs have not been
observed by s-SNOM technique. This work is the first observation of nanoantennae
coupled ISB polaritons in a single nanoantenna using nano-FTIR spectroscopy.

4.6. Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated the near-field spectroscopic analysis of ISB polaritons
in the single plasmonic nanoantenna regime in the middle IR range (1150 cm-1). By probing
evanescent fields on the nanoantenna surface and performing FTIR spectroscopy, we
observed the nanoantenna resonance splitting into two polariton states as a result of strong
light-matter coupling. This ISBT splitting manifests in enhanced amplitude of the
evanescent field at frequencies above and below the nanoantenna resonance, as well as in
the frequency depended phase, which we directly access using interferometric detection.
In this study, we demonstrate that s-SNOM can access ISB transitions in QWs by means
of single plasmonic nanoantenna deposited on the sample surface. The nano-FTIR
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approach opens doors to a range of researching ISB polaritons in the single nanoantenna
regime, including investigations of the elusive effect of ISB polariton condensation. We
anticipate that this approach of near-field technique will also enable explorations of strong
and ultra-strong light-matter coupling in the single nanoantenna regime for other
excitations.44, 45 It also provides a great potential for probing nano-scale quantum systems
positioned not only on the surface,25-27, 35 but also buried within a depth of over 100 nm.
For example, small non-resonant nanoantennae may extend the reach of s-SNOM deeper
below the surface and enable the spectroscopy of ISB transitions in QWs without strong
coupling. We also anticipate that the possibility to detect the optical phase of a
nanoantenna-ISB polariton states, will aid in development of practical applications where
knowledge of the local phase is essential, for example for IR metasurfaces.
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5. Conclusion and Future work

5.1. Conclusion
This work described aspects of far-field and near-field LSP-enhanced spectroscopy
using AuNRs and AFM tips as plasmonic nano-probes. Using the far-field and near-field
spectra, the interaction of LSPs and materials was investigated by studying LSP-enhanced
PL and LSP-coupled ISBTs.
We first studied the coupling of LSPs with a single InGaAs/GaAs QW using far-field
spectroscopy, specifically temperature dependent PL spectroscopy. Colloidal AuNRs
support the LSPs and serve as nano-probes for the QW interband transition. An 80-fold
maximum PL enhancement by the LSP was observed. LSP-enhanced photon absorption
and emission as well as the LSP-assisted carrier diffusion and QW capture were shown to
be important physical mechanisms as revealed by studying the temperature and GaAs
capping layer thickness dependence of enhancement. The Purcell effect dramatically
increases the external quantum efficiency of the QW for small capping thicknesses (𝑑 = 5
nm). For thicker cap (𝑑 = 10 nm), the QW emitter is well out of the LSP near-field decay
length and both the absorption and emission are enhanced due to coupling to the LSP
modes. The rates of QW carrier capture and photon extraction from the QW are enhanced
significantly. The contribution of carrier diffusion was determined by noting the
temperature dependence of the PL enhancement factor follows the temperature dependence
of the carrier diffusion coefficient in GaAs. Our analysis suggests that colloidal plasmonic
nanoparticles can be used as simple probes to investigate carrier transport phenomena in a
variety of semiconductor heterostructures.
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Given the poor spatial resolution of far-field spectroscopy, scattering based scanning
near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) is introduced to overcome the diffraction limits
because the spatial resolution only depends on the AFM tip dimensions. We demonstrated
the near-field spectroscopy to obtain both spatial resolution and molecular identification
from the reflection and absorption spectra measured by the s-SNOM technique. For
example, the Poly (4vinylpyridine) (P4VP) aromatic quadrant C=C stretching vibration
mode on an Au substrate is used to characterize the near-field spectroscopy of P4VP films
and the spectra agree well with literature reports. However, the sensitivity of near-field
spectroscopy is limited by the molecular quantity, especially for configurations with weak
LSP coupling. Two factors limit sensitivity: (1) a substrate effect that reverses phase
contrast due to the interaction of the tip-dipole, sample dipole and tip-induced image dipole
on the substrate; (2) the SNR of the reference substrate, which in the case of Au films, is
determined by the nanocrystalline grain size. Using a graded ultra-thin P4VP film, we have
determined the s-SNOM can identify a 5 nm P4VP film on an Au substrate.
We have proposed a parameter-free methodology to measure the dielectric constant of
films by utilizing the thickness-dependent s-SNOM contrast images. Using the C=C
stretching vibrational mode, the dielectric constant of P4VP thin film was experimentally
evaluated as 𝜀 ′ = 2.4 ± 0.2 and 𝜀 ′′ = 0.6 ± 0.1 resulting in a refractive index of 𝑛 =
1.54. This parameter-free methodology highlights the fundamental optical property studies
possible in ultra-thin film materials at broadband frequencies (from visible to terahertz)
using s-SNOM techniques.
Finally, we have combined FTIR with s-SNOM, in a technique called nano-FTIR, to
measure broadband spectra with femtosecond pulsed IR laser. To this end, we have
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demonstrated the coupling of the intersubband (ISB) transition in InGaAs/AlInAs quantum
wells with the LSP of a single plasmonic nanoantenna. The splitting of the nanoantenna
resonance into two polariton states reveals a strong light-matter coupling. This is the first
observation of an ISBT coupled with single nanoantenna. Nano-FTIR has opened doors
for further research on ISB polaritons using single nanoantenna coupling to explore such
areas as ISB polariton condensation and strong and ultra-strong light-matter interactions.

5.2. Future work
Several areas of further investigation were suggested by this work. The observed phase
contrast reversal occurring at the off-resonance frequency requires an accurate
mathematical model. Such a model is necessary to explore optical properties at the
nanoscale, particularly for the case of weak tip-sample coupling materials.
For strong and ultra-strong light-matter coupling using single nanoantenna with other
excitations.1, 2, we anticipate near-field techniques will hold a great potential for probing
nano-scale quantum systems positioned not only on the surface,3-6 but also buried within a
depth of over one hundred nanometers. For example, non-resonant nanoantennae may
extend the reach of s-SNOM deeper below the surface and enable spectroscopy of the QW
ISB transitions without strong coupling. We also expect that the ability to detect the optical
phase of coupled nanoantenna-ISB polariton states will aid in development of practical
applications where knowledge of the local phase is essential, for example for IR
metasurfaces.
s-SNOM is a versatile technique for studying interfacial light-matter interaction. For
example, two-dimensional materials have been widely studied in the past decade because
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of quantum mechanical effects resulting in interesting optical and electrical properties.
There are many materials and structures, such as QWs, graphene and transition metal
dichalcogenide (TMD) monolayers proposed for new optoelectronic materials and devices.
Excitonic effects play a significant role in many of these applications. However, typically,
the spatial and temporal characteristics of these excitons are studied separately. To better
understand the dynamics of excitons, it is essential to investigate excitonic effects with
simultaneously high spatial and temporal resolutions. The s-SNOM is a suitable candidate
to overcome this problem. This work has demonstrated the capability of the near-field
spectroscopy at the nanoscale. The s-SNOM can also be used to study dynamics when
pump-probe lasers are integrated as source to investigate the spatial-spectral-temporal
properties of materials simultaneously as shown in Figure 5.1 (a). This approach provides
10 nm spatial, 100 fs temporal and 6.4 cm-1 spectral resolution simultaneously. In Figure
5.1 (b), two-dimensional heterostructures, such as QWs, graphene, and TMD monolayers
the optical and electrical properties and excitonic effects can differ enormously from the
bulk due to the quantum confinement effects. Exciton-plasmon coupling can also be
studied by introducing the plasmonic metal nanoparticles on top of two-dimensional
materials. The exciton dynamics and exciton-plasmon coupling can be studied by ultrafast
pump-probe-s-SNOM techniques with femtosecond laser excitation. This advanced nearfield measurement will contribute to both fundamental science research and extending the
applications of such optoelectronic devices as photovoltaics, metamaterials and plasmonic
lasers.
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Figure 5.1 (a) Schematic of the spatial-spectral-temporal s-SNOM. (b) Schematic of
studying exciton-plasmon coupling in the two-dimensional heterosctructures by spatialspectral-temporal s-SNOM.
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